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Fort Wayne , Jl nulry 14, 1957 

INTRODUCTION 

Anothe r Important lesson for organizational charting cln be lea rned from 
viewing the organization as a system. Every compllca~ed electrqnlc or servo 
s.y 5 tom has : 

I . A block diagram showing the main function and the 
over-all systcm~ behavior. 

2. A sy~tems chart showing only those operations which 
directly contribute to performances. 

3. A layout diagram showing physical details. 

These charts are developed together. 

The para llel In a,n organlza~lon Is: 

I . The functional chart showing the main operati ng units 
and the over-all behavior. 

2. The systems chart showing the basic logical and quanti 
tative operation performed. 

3. The procedures chart showing the physica l detai ls of 
paper work and control pro~edures. 

These charts should be developed together. Any attempt to design new pro
cedures while neglecting to develop the functional and sy~tems theory of the 
organiza t ion Is bound to suffer from that lack. Also the common a ttempt to man
age an organi zation from the functional point of view without developing the 
systems theory Is afflicted by the lack of control on basic pro~edural costs and 
performance. The systems view relates basic procedu res with functional behavior . 
Since mos t bus ineSS corporations are more complex than a television receiver, this 
systems lack l'A'ust be and Is serious. This complexity Is Inherent In the control 
procedures qf organizations and Is a~lde from and In additi on to the profound 
complexity of human relatIonShips found In organizations. Indeed the relationship 
factor Ilone Is so difficult that managers have been abl e to handle their systems 
problems In a non_professional n~nner because of the magnitude and Importance of 
the huraan problems. However, It Is becoming apparent tha t many hura.n problems 
.re basically systems problems In natur.. Thus, we hI ve the exciting prospect 
thlt I systems theory for organizations will permit bet ter ut i lizat ion of human 
qUl ll tles under more comfortlble human conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of these remarks Is to point out that over-all purposes 
of an organization and Its compatability with these purposes are of great 
Importance, even In detailed procedures design. The notion that systems 
design ¢In ~e conslqered as a problem devoid of human considerations has 
been proven false. Even if human beings are engineered out of a system, 
other human beings must be on hand to maintain and operate the system. 

Pig. 3 

They must have a clear understanding of the purposes and the system so that 
they can understand the procedures (the automatic equipment). Thus, whether 
procedures are completely manual or completely automatic, the objectives 
and ~Islc systems problems are the same. Whether they can be sQlved may 
well depend on deyeloping new procedures, but the new procedures are about 
IS Important to organizational theory as new alloys are to automobile 
motor or tq turbine design. The alloy may be crucial, but It cannot solve 
the systems problems. 
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PRODUCT STRUCTURE REPORT - 39 FRAME KOTOR , 

The usual material Ilst$ and drawings created by Engineering present 
model-component, assembly-component , part-materlal and part-feature rela
tionships for Individual mqdels, assemblies, and parts. Manufacturing 
control procedure's can"be simplified by a knowledge of how universal these 
relationships are for!l! models, assemblies and parts within a given pro
duct line. For example, It turns out among 39 Frame Kotors that shell 

( length and base length are directly related and thus In control procedures 
these can be indicated by the same bits of information. On the other hand, 
shell length an9 stack height are roughly co rrelated but enough exceptions 

'occdr (some at customer request) so that these dlmenplons must be Indicated 
separate I y. 

l 

~~Ineerlng material lists and drawings are mandatory for manuf,ctur
Ing as source documents. But when a product line has been In manufacture 
for some time, there develops among the direct labor, knowledge about the 
product line as a whole. For example, those wo rkIng on end shields know 
there are basically about a half a dozen dlffa rent wick and cap combinations. 
They need only to know which combination is desired in order to assemble the 
correct end shield. They have no need for ~he full engineerIng drawing 
numbers 'since their familiarity with the combinations Is such that they 
will know what goes together In the various combinations. Thus they could 
be Informed by a much simpler language such as: WICK SET E CB. This Is 
easy to read and has some mnemonic value: It means non reversible, extended 
shaft, cushion ring B. Furthermore, this is part of the code which spec
Ifies both end shields used in the motor. The code for both end shields 
would be: SP GB. This means: non reversible, single shaft extension, 
open casting, disk type overload, no BX hole, no BX connector, regular 011, 
cushion ring A with no ground. This completely specifies both end shields 
and takes the place of the following information: 

PULLEY END SHIELD 

343C700AN-G2 

PART 

323D700AD-PI 
425B 116 -PI 
425BlIIAB-Pl 
625A889 -PI 
625A890 -PI 
625A8\ 7AA-P3 
625A8.~ 7AM-PI 
625Afl;:7AP-P2 
625A(; '! 7AW-P I 
625A.'27AX-P I 
625:;'.l7lAA-PI 
625,1 891AB-PI 
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OPPOSITE PUllY END SHIELD 

~ 

343C700AB-G2 323D790AA-PI 
425B) ) ~ -PI 
42SBIIIAB-PJ 
621AS09AB.,Pl 
625ASS9 -PI 
625AS90 -PI 
625AS17AA-P3 
625AS2 7N!-P I 
625AS27AP-P2 
625AS27AW-PI 
625AS27AX-PI 
625AS7 IAA·,P I 
625AS9IAB-PI 

Note that the WI~k set code contains an E while the End Shield code 
does not. This Is done automatically for the wick assembly station since 
that station must know when It Is working on an extended shaft end shield 
of which at lelst one occurs In every motor. The End Shields code contains 
I D If the motor has a double extension shaft. Thus , by a simple pass 
or no pass filtering. the en~ shield code Is broken down to be the action 

( code for each station. 

( 

l 

The Product Structure study begins wltr a study of the relationships 
Implied by an entire product line as suggested above. It discovers those 
Fharacterlstlcs which have a broad effect ' on the relationships. For 
e~ple, stack height and reversibility affect many parts In several of 
the major sub assemblies. On the other hand, totally enclosed versus 
oPen cased motors turns out to pe not a useful characteristic to Isolate 
for manufacturing control procedure~. The reason fo l' this Is that many 
closed stator shells are used with open end shield castings. Thus, al
tho\lgh closed e[ld shields appear always to be accompanfed by closed shells, 
this Is not a useful characteristic. One would say that a closed end shield 
Impllas a closad shell but not conversely. But. for example, reversibility 
always Implies double 011 groove 'n the shaft, wound shading coil, some 
different and . additional wicks and caps, etc. and conversely. 

Other characteristics In combination will act similarly. For example, 
rever~lblllty, stack helght:-vertlcal mounting, a?d number of poles completely 
determine the rotor core (aside from the aluminum end casting), the stator coil, 
slot Insulation, wlndln~ height, shading coils and tape. 

Although open versus closed casing Is not a useful general characteristic, 
It 15 useful as a variable of the end shields. Useful variables are those 
which In combination with one another and the characteristics allow the motor 
to be completely specified In a sImple way. For example, shells have holes 
on one end and some on the other and some on both and some not at all. These 
four combinations are most simply taken care of by specifying holes on each end 
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separ.tely . These two varlablas nicely take care of the four combinations. 
On the othe r hand. If open or closed where specified, we wou ld s t i li have 
three combi na t ions of open to Indicate: open on one end. open on t he other. 
open on bo th • 

The consi derations suggested above entered Into the choslng of char
acteristics and variables. Also considered were the needs of opera t ing 
people and the abilities of computing equipment. For example. t he code 
suggested above: SP CB could have been replaced by I 2: where the other 
~holce fo r I Is 0 end the '2 could have been I or 3. But th is Is not as 
suggestive to t he viewer and might lead to confusion among the di gits . 
If complete au tomation occurs. this change can be readily made wi t hin tha 
equipment. The ~nemonlc code is Intended for use by the des igners. 
builders . and malntance and operating people of the automatic sys tem. 
It can be used on c i rcuit and wiring diagrams. Prior to this. I t can be 
used In present procedureS In the factory. 

A comput ing equipment consideration is the balance between In ter-
pretive equipment. number of relays and number of relay points. For 
example. suppose there are six choices (as with stack height ) and we 
desire to both multiply by stack height (to obtain total numbe r of punch 
Ings) ~nd to Indicate stack height (for printing schedules or automatically 
controlling prod uctlpn). Since a rotor stock of 30 punchlngs pe r rotor 
corresponds to a stator stock of 34 punchings per stator. I t would appear 
that If roto r usage Is used as the basic variable. then the s tator usage 
must be derived by Interpretation before multlplcatlon. If the simplest 
binary code (3 binary "bi ts") Is used. then both usages must be obtained 
by Interpreta tion and all printing would have to be emitted and se lected 
t~rough relay poi nts by the equipment. A six digit binary code Increases 
the number of re lays but greatly decreases the number of poi nt s used. 
Thus many consi derations enter Into the choice of codes. It Is often not 
best to choose the brlefe~t code and It Is usually best to have a redundant 
code If It Is to be read by operating people. 

Anothe r feature of the product structure Is a statement of historical 
volumes. not only of models. but of all assemblies. parts. mate rials . oper-
ations. machi nes. set ups and labor grades. This history should be up-
dated to Increase Its usefulness. For example. end shield casting 750 
series Is no longer made and Its vol umes should be added to t he 700 series 
wIth the same fin i shing operations. In a custom business history has not 
the full mean ing found In a business where each product has many products. 
In this case. s tatistical marketing anelysls Is less usefu l . Be t ter Is 
• fQrecast of each appllcatlpn of each customer and the li ke ly model he wil l 
require and t he l ikely yolume. This Information. originat ing with sales
men and district offices can crea~~ A heavy data processing burden. Thus. 
~.nufacturlng fl nps a heavy data processing burden to reflect model volumes 
Into assembly . parts. materials. operations. set ups and labo r grades. and , 
marketIng f inds a heavy data pro~esslng burden to process sa lesmens esti
mate_ of fu ~ure Individual customer applications Into a total product line 
forecast. 
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For~unately. on~ of the benefits of the study of the material list 
Informatl9n and resulting abbreviated codes is that a far more efficient 
~atl proceSSing system can be designed. This system can be used far con
trol procedures prior to complete automation and It can be used for re
$earch studies (befora or after complete automation) by ma nufacturing. 
marketing reSearch. engineering ~nd cost accounting. 

Two factors lead to a remarkable Improvement In data processIng 
eff I c I ency: 

(A) 

(B) 

Tha use of condensed codes such as described above. 

The use of standard punched card equipment In II novel 
manna r 51'gg8S ted by I o!I rge comp" te r techn I ques. .. .. 

It Is possible to place the complete breakdown of a 39 Frame Hotor on one 
IBH punched card. ThIs Includes all majo r assemblies. variable parts and 
many, of the variable factory operations. It al so Includas space for: 

Cus~ome r Numi:ler 

Week Number. Day Number (or other time Interval) 

Prl)duc tel ass 

Volume 

Stalle (whether the card corresponds to an order. shipment. 
forecast. weekly schedule. dally schedule. cost cal
culation. customer historical report. etc.) 

These cards. as shipment cards. are now In existence for the motors with 
a volume of 20 or over In the first 10 months of 1956. although the com-
plete coding of all parts has not been finished. It is of Interest to 
note that the variables of both end shields are coded in one column of the 
card. This card contains. at present. some fActory operations as well as 
material breakdown. For example. the variable finishing operations per
fonned on end shield castings are specified . 

Such a card can be used for many purposes. For example: 

(A) When used for historical analysis of the regular 39 
Frame detailed shipment cards as maintained by Haterlals 
Sub Section. these cards can be sorted and listed In 
many ways. Several historical reports have been run off 
and are nOW available: 

1. ~ach model summarized by week with a final total. 

2. Each Winding a~d Test Spec summarized by week with 
a final total. 

I 
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3. Each Product Class summarized by week with a 
final t9tal. 

4. Each Week broken down in to stack height volumes 
with a total for the week (reversible and non
reversl ble separate). 

5. Each Week broken down Into Vol tage with a tot.1 
fo r the week. 

6. Elich Week wi th a . ub to .:ul for every variable 
end shield feature wlth a total for the week. 
For example: the total quantity of BX connect 
-ors required each week i s given. Each re-
port required about 35 minutes to run on an 
IBM sorter and 407 tabylator. An Ideal machine 
for this purpose is the IBM 407 tabulator Hodel 
IV with all extra features added. 

(B) Many other r~Rorts can be run from these cards such as 
volume for any major assembly or combination thereof. 

te) For purposes of obtaining more Info rmation from district 
salesmen about individual customer future behaviour It 15 
possible to run a report , sorted by model number and then 
customer number . The report is separated by customer 
numb~r showing the 10 months volume for each customer with 
subtotals for each model he purchased. 

With this information before him, the salesman Is better 
4ble to forecast a future volume for that customer £r 
apellcatlon rather than model . Thus, if he believes a 
new model will replace an old one, he so notes. This 
Information Is jotted down beside the listings and a 
copy returnj:d to the department. The forecasted period 
Is predetermined by the department. The notes returned 
to the department are key punched In the basic cards 
wi th customer numbers. Sorted, totaled and listed by 
the model number. this constitutes a salesmen's forecast 
for the product line. These cards retained and later 
comRaFed with order or shipment cards for that time 
period will provide a comparison (made by machine) for 
each salesman's forecasting and each customer's predicta
bility. ' In time this will result in a more factual and 
cqntrolled estimate of future sales. a highly desirable 
development as automation increases In the factory. 
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Tho ~rod~ct ~tructure project has not entered far Into factory oper • 
• ~Iqn, and ~~f.~ must be ~one to c~ple~e the coding of parts and operations 
In ~Jor al.ec~lles oth~r than the end shields. Furthermore, an IBM pro. 
9r~ for ~andllng the cards must be established In Fort Wayne. 

ThCl follpwlng se~~lons give thll detailed results to date: 

Hodel Characteristics and Codes 

II End Shield Variables and Codes 

III Core ' an~ Winding Variables and Codes 

IV Shell Variables and Codes 

V Cords and leads Variables and Codes 

VI ~ase Variables and Codes 

VII Shaft Variables and Codes 

VIII Condensed IBH card designed and machine program 

I~ Discussion of IBH reports 

~ Research Procedures 
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I HODE~ CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR CODES 
i i 

~~ fun~tlon of a produc~ structure study Is to reveal the exact nature 
qf the thrqa types of variation facing manufacturing control: 

.1. Vllrlatlons In components and operation as revealed by 
all mat~rlal lists, dr,wlngs , and Instructions taken 
t\lge tiller. 

2. Change In mix as revealeq by a year qf history • 

. 3. Rellitlve cost variations among components. 

'" thh ~tlldy. It dClVeloped that a cQdlng of variables was desirable for 
,evora. re'""ons: 

J. 

). 

It 15 becoming known that the drawing number codas 
u~ad ~y Engln~erlng to uniquely determine every pro~ 
duct, ,ssembly, or part among all General Electric 
fabrications Is unnecessarily cumbersome for use on 
the factOry floor or In manufacturing control procedure. 

To arrlva at II mix history for all prod~cts. assemblies, 
parts, and mat~rlals, required on automatic explosion 
procedure which In turn would greatly benefit from simple 
codes. 

The Busln~ss Syst~ms Project Intend~ to design automation 
equipment for ~9 Frame Hotors. The designers will need 
an equipment systems language for use In designing, build
Ing/ an~ ~alntalning their equipm~nt. 

Fu~tha~~r~, It was seen that codes would be needed for various purpo$es: 

, • A 5 I mp I a , nume rI CII I code I s needed to I nd I ca te the bll sic 
varlatlQns. 

~, A mneqlol1lc code 1$ 91 v,," to be lisen by factory people 
and equipment engineers. This has been dona only for 
the motor characteristics and the end shields, so far. 

). An ISH cod~ for an IBH machine system to be used for 
obtaining the historical data, for other research pur
poses and for Its own Inherent value to operating people. 
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T~e mQqel characteristics chosen are: 

CODES 

CHARACTER I STI C BINARY DECIHAl IBM MNEMONIC 
i i 

I- Stafk h"lght 1-6 3-8 S 

2. four pole Instead Qf ,six pole 0, I 4 p 

3. Reversible 0, I R 

4. stoe I I length 1-8 1-8 H 

S. Vertical (pulley pown) 0, I VP 

6. Vertical , (opposl te down) 0, I VO , 

~. Dou~le axtenslon 0, I D 

8. pl$~ type overload 0, I SP 

~. The nno~ ta t ove r load , 0, I TH 

10. Counter clockwise rotation 0, I CCW 
Instead of cloc~wlse 

II: Two speed 0, I 2 Z , 

12. Th rae spl'ed 0, I 3 z 

I 

5tac;khel!)ht (S), pol~rlty (4P), reversibility (R), determines the rotor and 
$~~fpr punchlngs and cOfes, with the exception of the wide slot rotor punchlngs 

, ~~~ B 130 AAPI r"cent\y Intrqduced for certpl~ six pole motors. The two stator 
pun~hlngs Indicated for reversible motors differ only In that 343 C 20) ADPI has 
• small ~ple In eac~ pole area for a plastic winding retainer peg. Slot insula
tIon, shading coils, tape, winding height and keys are also determined by S, 4p, 
and R. These facts are s~mmarlzed on Table A. Rotor shafts are an Independent 
variable. Shell length (H) datennlnes oil groove to oil groove distance. Direction 
pf rotation (R,COW) determines the nature of the 011 grooves and Is racordeq In 
t~e rings machined Into the end of the shaft. Double extension (D) directly 
affects the shaft, pf course. In addition, the shaft has many variable features. 

Construction for vertical mounting (Vp, vol may occur for either end down 
or both, leaving the option ~o the customer. The lower end is changed In that 
II different thrust plate 15 USed In the end shield, a different metal 011 slinger 
15 ~ressed pn the shaft and a thrust washer Is placed on the shaft to ride between 
t~e 911 ~1I 1lger jlnd th\! thrus~ plate. 
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Asl~~ from the motor characteristics and tne shaft , the only other rotor 
vari able Is the aluminum end ring casting. 

Reversibility aff~c~s the ~Icks and end caps of the en~ sh ie lds. the grooves 
on the shaft, ~~atQr pun~hln9, shaping coil, adds end punchlngs to pro tect the shad 
.Ing coi l wInding, and affects the number of Input leads. 

Four pole motors have different punchlngs and winding he ights. The clamp 
bolt s ere also p l ~ced ~hrQ~gh different holes In the end shiel ds. 

5hpll I,ng~h (H) 15 not detennlned by stack height (5) because customers 
may 5p,c lfy that different capacity motors be mounted In the same base. Shell 
len~th 15 C9~related with base length and detennlnes groove to groove distance 
~n phaf t &. . 

DoUbl e extension motor$ requl re that both end caps be punched out. 011 
~lln~~ rs are u ~eq only with, ~nd with all punched out end caps. 

The disk type Spence rove r load I s moun ted I n the oppos I te pu 11 ey end 5h I e I Q.., 
SPl'II 1a l I~ad s (le~Qs A and 0) are spliced Into the stator winding to connect the 
disk ava r lq.d. , 

The thermostat overloads are Spencer or Creeper types and are t ied be tween 
two pol ~s ~ f t he stator. 

HQto rs ~!th overload protection are so marked on the end cap. 

Ol rect lon pf rotation affects the shaft oil grooves and t~e orientation of ~he 
s~atflr and "?tor core In assembly. 

"umbe r of speeds (ZZ, )Z) affects wlnd'ngs and the number of power Input 
leaps , an addl tlonal lead fQr each addl tlon)' coi l • 

. Name plate dat~ Is found on the Wlndln~ and Test Specifications . The same 
IIhyslcl\ 1 motli'r m'lV hllv~ different ~~5~ spec •. ' Ications and th us .. diffe rent model 
n\W~~r • 

A study of WInd ing a~d rept Speclflcat Jns was made by the ~tator Winding 
'f9J~~t, a cO~y of which Is In~luded. 
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II END SHIE~D VARIABLES AND CODES 
i , i 

It wa~ found us~ful to consld~r both end shields together. The 
overload, ex or leads holes are always on the opposite pulley end If they 
occur. Cuslon rings occ~r on both ends If they occur (one exception was 
found). The codes are designed so that they readily separate without 
Interpretation Into codes for the Individual end shields. 

There are two basic end shield castings, closed and open. A 
~Iosed end shield is always use!! with a closed shell (without row holes) 
b~t not conversely. It has been chosen as a variable: 

Codes 

B I na ry Mnem()n I c 

Open o 

Closed CL 

All end shield castings have a sleeve bearing, 625A890-PI (usage: 2) 
InsertFd . The ~~arlng Is machine bored, the casting Is fan stepped, and 
t~e rabbit sheered. Three additional operations may be performed: over
load hole punched out. BX connector mounting holes drilled, the leads hole 
flnls~ed. For clpsed en~ shields the desired clamp bolt hole must be open 
.ed, one set for four pole and one set for six pole. (On the open casting 
bo th are open) . 

Operation BI na ry Code Mnemonic Code Other 

Overload hole open I SP 
Ove r I Olld hple closed 0 

BX holes 1 ex 
No BX holes 0 

Leaqs hole finished I LH 
Leads hole not flnlsh~d 0 

Closed en!! shield, 
4 pole holes CL,4p 

Otherwise 
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These variations account fo raIl finished castings as follows: 

Closed 4 Pole 
c_! tins Drawl nS /I O'I03'd ax Hole Lead Hole Castl ns Clamp Hole 
i • 

323D700AA- Pl SP 

~23D700Aa-Pl SP 8X 

3PD700AINI 

323D700AE-PI ax 

323P700AG-Pl LH 

323D700AH~Pl SI' LH 

323D702A,A-Pl Bx LH CL 

3l!3D702AB~Pl , CL 

323Q702AC-PI LH CL 

123D702AD- PI SP CL CL,4p 

323D702AE- PI CL CL,4p 

The 5erle~ 323Q750 --- was an open casting made in 1956, but has 
bean dlscontlnu~d. 

Usage --" each motor receives 2 basic castings, both closed or 
bot~ open. 

The ax connec~or is mQuntpd by a self tapping screw. 

Gonnector 621ASl7AA-p8 
Binary Mnemonic USjge 

I a x C 

Screw N106r13QP4~ a x C 

Punched overload hol ~s 

Cap 621 A809AB-Pl 

receive a cap. 
O'load 

SP 
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~B~ (I;pntl nued) 

Three cushIon rI ngs find usage. 
( 

Binary Mnemonic Usage 

Cushion ring 425B11P~Pl CA 2 

Cushion rln~ 4258116~Pl C8 2 

Cushion rlng 4258120-Pl CC 2 

( 
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Th~ ~ushlon ring may be groun~~d on the pulley or opposite end 
Qrnotatall. ' 

Blllary Hneomlc 

Pulley end GP 

Oppos I te end GO 

If grounded. ~h~n the ~ushlon ring and strap constitute a group 
nurn"er . 

Group and Puts , Cushion Ring Ground Code 

42~BII OAA-G I CA GP or GO 

Cushion Ring 42~81l 0-1'1 CA 

$trap 625A~Oa~Q_p I CA GP or GO 

422B 120AA-G I CC 
I 

GP or GO 

Cushion Ring 4~5B120rPI CC 

Strap 62~A808AC.,PI CC GP or GO 

End caps are completely determined by other variables. A 
different cap 1$ required to hold the cushion ring. If It occurs. 
Revers ibl e motors r~qulr~ ~ larger cap. Reverslbles with cushion 
rings have not been m,dA a~ yet. These three varieties: rever
sible. cushion ring. neither. may Qr may not be punched fQr an 
extended ~haft\ 

End Clip Reversible Cushion Ring Punched Usage 

425BlllAA-PI C 

1t25BIIIAB-PI C E 

!l25BIIIAC-PI 

425BIIIAD- PI E 

425BIIIAE-PI 

425B II IAF-PI R E 
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iYllryend shlllhi with punched enq cep for In extended ahlft elso 
hll a rub~er all slln~Qr. Its usage on any motor 1& one for single 
extension, two for double extension. 

III nger 

6~5A889-PI 

,xtenalon Code 

o or E or DE 

Usage 

I t I (I f D) 

The thrust plate aqjacent to the rotor may have to support the 
wei ~ht of the rotor I f the motor Is vertl ca II y mountell. In th Is 
,.&e, a different ~hrust plate Is used. 

Thrust Plate Pulle~ Down Oeeoslte Down Usage 

6aS487IAA-PI Not VI' and/or Not VO (If not VI') • 
(If not VO) 

625A87IAD-PI VI' and/or VO (I' VI') t 
(I f vol 

The felt qll return wick varies ~ccordlng, as the motor Is 
reversible or not. Two extra wicks and a spring steel wick 
retainer are used on reverslbles. The thrust plate retainer 
wick, the packing wick and the Inner oil well cover are sfandard 
pn 1111 motors. 

Wick or Part 

011 Return 

011 Re tu rn 

625A82 7AII-P I 

62SA827AY-PI 

625A827BB-PI 

6Z5A827BB-PI 

Wlc~ Retainer 625A871AB-PI 

Washer Wick 6Z5AB27AP-P2 

Packing WI~k 625A827A~-PI 

Retainer Wick 625AB27AW-PI 

Reversible 

R 

R 

R 

R 

On, All Hators 
I 

On All Hators 

On All Hators 

Usage 

2 (If not R) 

2 (If R) 

2 (I f R) 

2 (I f R) 

~ (I f R) 

2 

2 

2 
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~ ~a$e$ we~e fopnd ~~~r~ low temperature all was speclfle~. This 

w.~ a~d~~ as ~ variable. ,. 

OIL BINARY MNEMONIC 
~ i 

o 

Heavy LO 

aeverslble m9tprs r,qulre more all. There are three posslbilltle~. 

011 Drawl n9 # 

625A81 7A,A-P3 

625A817AA-p4 

625A817AA-p8 

Reversible 

R 

Low Temperature U!!ge 

LO 

2 

2 

2 
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END SHIELD COOING At-ID TABLE a 
CHARACTERIST ICS END SHIELD BINARY CODE 

12 11 1 1 3 < 5 6 7 8 9 
X (~ 

END SHiElD PAIR Code 5 ,6) 

Opp. Speno ax ax leod. low Temp. End Clomp 
Drowing 343C700 P. E. P. E. Chor. Con. O'lood Hole Conn Hal. Oil 110 116 110 G(ope) G(DE) eo,. Hoi" Notes on End Shielch (hcepliOl't!. noted by *) 

I 
..... , ANI SP CA C 

(Open AK2 AN? SP CB C 1. FOI,W operutiom oec .... on every COiling: 
Costing) ABl ANI SP CA C Sheer rabbit. imart sl..wl , foe. step 

ASI AN< SP CA GP C mochiAli bot • • 
AS2 AN? SP CB C 
AC? AN? SP BX BXC CB C 2. On dosed costings the clomp holes 
ADI ASI SP BX BXC CC C optIned or. determined by" pole Vi . 6 pol • . 
AIll AS! SP CC C 
AIl3 AS! SP LH CC C 3. End copt. ore <:ompilltllly "P8Cified by 
AH< ASI SP LH CC GO C 5ingle vs. double extension, ctAhion 
All ARI SP ring or not I reven.ible or I'W)I . 
All AR3 VP SP 

(·Cushion ring witt. end"cap All AN?" SP" CB" C" 4. everloocl ol~ on Oppo"ile pull ey end . 
on pulley end only) I Al? AR2 SP LO ax hoi. " . . 

AMI ANI CA C leads hole trim 
AM2 AN? CO C Cushion ril'l5P" both ends . 
ANI ANI D CA DC 
ANI AN< 0 CA GP DC 5 . Reven;ibte motors get differenl wick. 
AN? AN? 0 CO DC rubber oil slinger and end cop toe!. Ver-
API ARI ticol mounting odds thn4t wowr and 
AW? AN2 ax axc CB C new t~t plo, •. 
AXI ARI ax axc 
AYI ASI BX axc CC C End J,i.1d binary ccxle completely 
BAI ASI CC C lpKif;es both end shields. Cod. "7" 
BA? ASI LH CC C con be reploced by "5" ond "6". ThU$ 
SAl ASI CC GO C 16 binary bits speciries the end shields . 
Bel ARI LH 
BEl ARI BX CODE i'Iootor Chcm:u;teristici CODE fl,d Shield Variables 

B" ASI SP BX CC C R Revenible 1 ax hole 
SAl ASI 0 Double extension 1 ax connector 

<P Number of poles 3 leocb hole fiflim 
(Reversible) AGl All R R VP Vertical (pulley end) < low temp oil 

VO Vertic;al (opp. pulley) 5 only Cushion ril'l9 '110 
J.l3C702 ..... , ABl CL ax BXC LH VOP Vertical (both) 6 only CU5hion ril'lg '116 

ACI ADI Cl CB ',- Cushion riflg '120 
(Cl00ed) AC? AD, <P CL SP CB <P 8 RinggrOUfld (O.P.E.) 

(Ccntillg) AEl ABl CL 9 Ring groufld (P. E.) 
Af2 ADI CL LH C. 11 Spencer overload 
AGI A8? .. CL SP .. 11 Closed casting 
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TIT CORE AND WINDING VARIABLES AND CODES 
j 

Ro tor cores vary with the characteristics R. S. P (reversl ijil i ty. stack 
h,lght. a~d nymber of poles) as Indlcat~d on Table A. A new rotor punching. 
423 B 130 AAP I with lar~e slots Is being engineered Into si x pole motors. 
It wi II npt 'replace the other punching. 423 B il2 AAP I In a ll mo tors. The 
eho'leo bo~ween these two Is thus a variable. 

Rotor cores ma y be cast with a large or standard end rlpg. The standard 
always ha s fan blades. Four pole motors always use the standard end r ing. 
The la rg~ end ring mayor may nQt have fan blades. One kind of aluminum Ingot 
Is ~sed . Because Qf variable spoilage, the amoun t of aluminum 15 no t shown on 
mlt~ rlll l Ists. 

As Indicated ~y Table A. s~ator punchings are dete rm ined by the characterls 
.tlc5 R. 5. P. wi th the s ingle additional variable t hat re v~ rslble motors may 
hive e i ther punching 34~ C 203 AAP I which has no holes fo r the winding peg or 
)4~ C 20] ADP I which has holes fQr the winding peg. 

Two lead point tapes oCcur: 623 'A 112 AAP 1 
623 A 302 ABP I 

Speola l leads (L~.d s A and B) ~~e used with Spencer disk type overloads. 
O~q else was fo unp when the stator winding Is connected direc tly to the ter
minal. of the overload . This I~ considered an excepti on. thus Spencer disk 
overload a lwa ys Implies leads A + B of wh iCh there are fou r choices . (See 
Tabl e C) . 

Ce rtain Creeper t hermostats are covered by insulation sleeves . Table 
C gives the codes for the variable described above. 

T~ere Is a high correlation between horsepower - vo l tage and the $peclflc 
overload required . I ~ Is believed however,that the co rre la t ion Is not high 
enqugh tq handle deViations on an exceptions basis. Therefore. a two digit 
decimal code has been assigned to specIfy the individ ual over load : 

Numerical code ~Ives Individual thermostats 

X In tens ,ep\umn ~ ~pen~er disk type 

X In uni ts column - Thermostat type 
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TABU A TABLE A 
CORRelATION BETWEEN DRAWING NUMBERS AND STACK HEIGHT 

ROTOR STATOR 
Stact. I Punch- Wind. Shoding Coi I 

HeiglU' Dmw:;.g I Core ;ng Drowing , Core Punching Slot nulotion Windit'G Height Shading Coil Ta". K.,.. 
<238 .238 • 3<I3C .238 3<I3C 115A902 3<I3C ~ 6230. .2SA 

2 806 3 1 FOI..W POM 8 4238211 4238206AAGJ 8 3<3C .,., 4238511 MGt 343C 202AAPT 11 SA 902 BAP24 34x.o7 A 623A1 02ABP5 P5 
0 42382]2 4238206AAG2 1 34JC551 4238511ABGI 3<l3C202AAP1 115A9028AP2S 3<l3C61J8 ~ 623A102A8P2 P2 
F 4238213 423B206M.G3 ! 3<l3CSS2 423B511ACGI 3<I3C202AAPI t 15A9028.A.P26 J.I3C<09 623A.I02AaP3 P3 
K "'238214 04236206AAG4 J.I3CSS3 423B511ADG 1 3<I3C202AAPI l1SA9028AP27 3<3C610 A 623A.I02ABPl P7 

~ P 
1 

keYeBible 0 4238225 423B2OOAAGl • J.l3CS2S "23B52OABGI 343C203AOPI 1 15A902B8P) 3<3C611 • 623AI07AAGI 62S PI 

I~ H .238226 4238200AAGS 2 3<3CS26 4238521 AAG I 343C203AAPJ l1SA90268P3 343C612 2 623A.I07AAGJ All0 P2 
8 4238227 4238200A8G2 3 J.l3CS27 "238522ABG 1 34X2Q3AOPI l1SA90268P4 343C615 1 623A107AAG4 AK .. • A 
H 1 8 

623Al02AAPI PI Six Pole 4238250 4238203AAG 1 0 3<3CS02 4238SOOAAG 1 343C20IAAPI 115A902CAP" 3<l3C601 0 
0 4238251 "238201AAGI 9 3<3CSOO 4238SOOABG I 343C201 AAPI 115A902CAP2 3<3C603 3 623AI02AAP2 P2 
F 4238252 .423B202AAG 1 A 3-4JCS03 "2385OOACG I 343C20IAAPI 115A902CAPl 3<I3C604 A 623.4. I 02AAP3 P3 8 
M 4238253 "23B200AAG9 A 343CSO< "238SOOADG I 343C201 AAPI II SA902CAP6 3<3C606 P 623Al02AAP4 .. 
8 "238255 "238204AAG 1 

P 
3<3CSOS "236SOOAEG 1 343C201 M.PI 115A.902CAPI 343C614 1 623A102AAP5 PS 

0 "2JB291AAGl 3<l3CSOO "23B5OOABG I 343C20IAAPI 115A9Q2CAP2 J.I3C603 I 623A102AAP2 P2 
.4238I30AA PI 
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fABLE C: CORE ANa WINDING CODE 
i 

( 
VARIABl.E BINARY DECIMAL IBI1 CODE 

l.a rg" end rI"g 0, I 12 

F~" bllldes 0,1 II 

Rotor pupchlng wIth large $Iots 0,1 .- 0 

Stoto r punchIng wIth pe~ holes 0, I 

Lead tape j ol n t 0, I 2 

( 
6~3 A 302 ABPI Instead of 
q~5 A 112 MPI. 

In~ulatlon sleeves occur 0, I 3 

L.~lId A and B: 1,2,3,4 

623 A 2PO MP 19 4 

623 A 200 ABP 47 5 

62 ) A ~OO ABP 71 6 

62l A 2qp ACP 7 7 

( 
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IV SHEll VARIABLES AND CODES 

Shells m~y have complete row hol~s on either end, both, or neither. 
If the Ipads emerge from the shell on the end which ha~ complete row holes, 
then on~ of thesa holes Is ~sed as a leads hole. The leads may emerge 
through an end shield. Ordinarily If the leads emerge through the ~hell, 
they will em~rge from the right side (looking at the opposite pulley end 
with the shell we ld down) . If BX connector holes are drilled, they are 
pla~od above and below the hole used as a leads hole: 

Shell 

BX Holes 

Leads Hole 

DraIn holes may o~cur on ,Ither end, both or neither. 
It complete row holes occ~r pn either end. 

Tpblp D gives the codeS for these variables. 

They do not occur 
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TA8L1 0: SHELL ~OOES 
I 

( 

VARIABLE 
, i : 

BINARY 
i • . 

, IIH ~ODE 

COIIijIl e tll row hoi,s p~II.V end 0,1 9 

CO(1lj>lete row ho les ppppsito ond <>,1 8 

' r~ln hole pylley end 0, I 7 

Orli in holo oppos i te end 0,1 6 

&,oOlds hole In shel ! 0,1 5 

,"ojlds ho , ~ In pylley end 0,1 4 

l.e.ds hoi , In 111ft sldll 0 , I 3 

Condul~ box or ex ~Ie 0, I 2 

Conduit box Instead of BX I:onne~ tor 0,1 

l 
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V CORDS AND LEADS VARIABLES AND CODES 
i 

Input current wires m~y be sep,rate (leads) or they may be bound 
tpgcther (cords). Styl~ and current rating varies. A round or 
r'~tan9ular bushing Is u,~d accordln~ as the cord or leads are taken 
out an lind &hleld or the shell. Reversibility and Hultlple Speed 
determines the number of wires which are brought out. EaCh lead 
or wire of a cord may be cut to a different over all length. The 
flpback of a cord on ~he m9tor end ma~ v~ry'but the various wire 
~en9ths an~ stripping are the same on the motor end. The rlpback 
of a cord on the outboard end ~arles in length and the various wires 
may haVe dlfferpnt lengths. The amount of stripping. the prescnce 
of a terminal IIJld the kind of terminal varies from wire to wire or lead 
to lea~ on the outboard end. 

The 8$slgnlng of code~ which will reveal the basic operations 
pn leads ard cords mu,t be ' left ' to t~e operations analysis. The 
code as~19ned here Is a two digit de~lmal code to Identify the com
pleto leads or cord. 
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VI BASE VARIABLES AND CODES 
I 

8a50 lpngth (denoted by the part number of the dra~lng number) Is 
dotC!rmlnod by Shell length (H). 

H~19ht varl~tlons are d~noted by the suffix letters or sub number. 

Thero are fOLl r basic types of bases, Including mounting holes lo
cations. 

Two group numbers fpr Strap and Parts were found and they differ 
only In the nut : 

GROUP 

633 A ,08 AAG I 

(,33 A 308 AACi 1 

PARTS 

N 218 P 15 B 11 
423 A 307 AAP I 
N 37 P 15 D 12 b 

N: 218 P 15 B 11 
623 A 307 MP 1 
N 37 P 15 D 17 B 

Tablo E gives the codes for these va~lables. 
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TABLE E: BASE CODES 

VARIABLE 

Style; , 

'Height: 

112 c 9q5 

112 t 909 

112 C' 91\ 

343 C 914 

M 

AS 

AC 

AD 

Strap Nut N 37 P 15 0 17 B 
In5tead of N 37 P 15 ' 0 I~ 8 

i 

'art numQer Is d~termlned by Spell length : 

I 
2 

~ ,. 
5 
6 
7 

" 

DECIMAL , 

1,2,3,4 

1,2,3,4 

1l1li CODe 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

H 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
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VII SWAfT VA~IABLES AND CODES , 

Shafts are all maqe ff~ t~e ~ame rod stock. They vary In leng~h from 
6tt to 1611 In 1." In~ rements. wi th a few exceptions. The dll~lncos between 
01' lV9Qve$ i $ de te rmined bV shell IlIng~h. 01 rectlon of rotltlon detlrmlnl' 
tho ori entation of the ~roov~s. Shafts are m~de for slngll or double ex
tent lon and the !lxtenslon len~th varle~ from I" to 7". Flats Ind key slots 
may occur on either extension ~nd they vary In location and length. Tho 
shyft may bo necked down. One exception noted was a dOuble extension shift 
which Is threaded 'lnd ~ored. Coding for shafts to reveal the vulqus opera
tions must be left to t~e operations analysis. The code assigned here Is I 
2 decimal dl~lt code which specifies the complete shaft. 
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VIII CONDENSED CARD DESIGN AND MACHINE PROGRAM 

Tho mac;hI/lo In mind In the following Is the IBH 407. Hodel IV. 
although mo.t of the remarks apply wi th the smaller machine. There are sever.1 
unu,ual' feature s in the IBH techniques employed : 

I. In keypunching any drawing number. on ly those cha racters are 
punched which vary within 39 Frame. Thus model KSP39HG568AX 
15 punched as PH568AX. 

2. Info rm.tlon of a binary nature. such as reversible vs. non 
reversl~le. can be punched in the card as a high punch over 
other daclmal Information. Thus the third cha racter of the 
model code 15 a number and over it a Y or 12 punch denotes 
that the motor Is reversible. 

). Informatl9n of a binary nature may also be punched In a card 
column which 15 entirely devoted to binary punches. These 
punches can then be separated by the machines' digit selector. 

4, Header cards are employed to add desired Informat ion In connec
tion with any particular run with the cards. for example. If 
the full model name Is desired on a particular listi ng. ~he 
characters KS39G may be taken from the header card .. the" va~lable ! 
Gharacters PH568AX are taken from the detail card and the com
bination 15 printed as KSP39HG568AX. The header card Information 
15 stored In the IBH 407 tabulator and cleared when a new header 
card 15 read. 

$. The operations performed by the tabul a tor are consi derably de
termined by the header card which card program t he tabulator. 
Thus. several different reports can be run with the same machine 
board . For example. factory schedules for end shield. shafts, 
rotor cores. s tato r co res , w l nding ~ . stator assembly. rotor 
assembly. bases final as sembly can all be run off the same board 
by use of variou s heade r ca rds . The header card would contain 
the mnemonic codes whi ch are sel ected by the detail cards and 
printed on the schedule corresponding to the detail card. Thus. 
on the header card fo r end shi e ld wo uld be the characters CL. If 
a particular motor used t he c losed end shield cas ting. this would 
be deno ted by a Y or 12 punch in co l umn of t he detail card 
for that motor. The Y or 12 punch would throw a selector which 
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would lIass the "CL" to the print sheets for printing on the 
end shield schedule. Also the selector would cause the counter 
corresponding to the Y or 12 punch to add In the quantity for 
th~t motor. Then at the bottom of the schedule would appelr 
the total quantity of all motors in that schedule requiring 
closed end shields. this would be identified by the characters 
CL printed beside It. Table F contains the details of the clrd 
design. At the left hand of the table Is a description of the 
coding when the card column Is used In the ordinary way: 

I. Letters A-R, or 

2. Letters S-Z or decimal numbers plus poss'lble 
X or Y punches denoting other Information 

At /the right hand Is a description 
column 15 ~sed In a binary sense. 
Inspection how the column Is used. 

of the coding when the card 
It will be o~vlous from a~ 

Tho mnemonic code has been used on the table to Indicate when 
the ~rrespondlng hole has been punched. Thus R, In column 3, 
means that a Y punch In column 3 Indicates that the motor Is 
reversible. The "208 volts" shown In column 8 means that a 
V punch In column 8 indicates a 208 volt motor. Arrows are 
drawn upw~rd In columns which may contain letters A-R because 
these columns can contain no other Information. Column 7, for 
example, contains either no alphanumerical Information or It 
j:ontalns the letter "X" which Is a "0" and a "7". Thus other 
Information may be put In above It. In this case, a Y In 
column 7 Indicates that an overload device Is used on the motor. 
,'t hapPllns tha t th I sis exac t 1 ywha t the let te r "X" deno tes, 
but It was found desirable to have this Informati on In both 
forms. 

Characteristics are coded as high punches. Variables are 
always In bina ry columns. Different runs are thus able to 
feed different binary columns into a di git selector and In
spect for a different set of variables. If desired, the 
characteristics could also be placed In a binary column. 
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TABLE F 

CONDENSED IBM CARD DESIGN 

CAAO COLUMN 2 , 4 5 6 7 8 9 rO 12 13 14 'f 1'7 
18 19 20 121 22 2' 2. 25 126 27 28 

29 I 27 28 29 
Ordinary Coding 

I I I y Of 12 Puoc::h and , CCW 5P « 208 230 0 2W lW VO VP 
Det.cription TH Voh. Volt\ 

X or 11 Punch and 
Description 

Alpf,oruneric Punches I P H 5 6 8 A 
X I 1 6 15 I 1 3 2 A I 0 A 0 1 

1° 
2 E ° A P 1 

1 0 A D.n.cription Model Nome 1ionopowe< 'PM Winding& Test Specs Rotor Stator Opposite End Shield Pulley End Shield 

CARD COllJMl'.l 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 '" 41 42 ., .. 45 .. 47 .. 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 Binary Code 
Ordinary Coding Old 'P CL SP TH 12 
Y Of 12 Punch Finish SP 11 
De$cription 0 

lIX 1 
X Of' 11 Punch and lIXC 2 
Det.aiption LH , 

LO , 
Alpnant.meric PunchH 0 , • , 7 6 8 , 9 9 8 8 , S 6 CA , 6 , 2 5 

Description 801. Clomp Screw Outline Customer Nunber App. S CS H OvMlood Cord Of leod ""'f, 6 
CC 7 
GO 8 
GP 9 

EM 
Shiel 5 .... 11 .... Cor. DeloCfiption 

CARD COLUMN 58 59 60 61 62 63 .. 65 66 67 68 69

1

70 n n 73 
"175 76lnl78l79 00 

Ordinary Coding leod 
Yor 12 Punch and C«d 
Description 

Presently fr •• 
X or 11 Punch and 

Description 

Alphonuneric Pl,lnct.s 0 0 9 , 
I '71'1..:..1' , Description Vol urne _k Day S DKk ........ 
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IX DISCUSSION OF IBM REPORTS 

Two basic kinds of cards have been used to date: 

(1) The Condensed Cards 

(2) The Assembly - Component Master Cards 

The Condensed Card has been used to record the shipped volumnes by 
week (taken from Shipping Cards prepared by Mr. Phil Nearing) of all motors 
with volume of 20 units or over in the first ten months of 1956. Three models 
with total unit volume of 302 were missed in this listing: 

, KSP39MG362X 74 

KSP39HG398AX 84 

KSP39HG769A 144 

302 

KSP39FG733BX with volume of 112 was also not included. It will not be made 
again. The others should be added. 

On page 4 is a description of the listings made so far from the Condens ed 
Cards used to record 1956 history. Additional runs can be made with any 
IBM tabulator. 

The Assembly-Componen~ Master Cards give the components of the various 
assemblies: 

(1 ) 

(2) 

Eng. Drawing No. 

Assembly Drawing No. 
(without Group No. ) 

Assembly Group No. 

Card Column 

1-9 

23-24 

',-
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(3) Component Drawing No . 10 - 21 

(4) Component Usage in Ass embly 25-26 

Not all rotor , stator, end shield, and winding and test specs were punched. 
A preliminary list of model condensed cards were punched, sorted by each 
of the major assemblies, and listed. Only those major assemblies on the 
list were punched onto Assembly- Component Cards. However, this pre
liminary listing did not include many models in the eventual 1956 historical 
deck. Thus a number of major assemblies required for the motors with 
volume of 20 or over are not indicated. Perhaps 5-150/0 of the assemblies 
are not listed . 

The Component Cards were sorted by assembly and listed with a count 
made of the components in each assembly. They were also sorted by com-
ponent and listed with a count of the number of assemblies using each com
ponent. The final listings made of these cards included several corrections 
which were made to the material lists as a result of the Study. Relatively 
few errors were found in the Material Lists. The final listings were made 
so that different devices could be separated for easier look up. 
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X RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

The Product Structure Study begins with two concurrent phases: 

(1) Conferences with product engineering to 
record their knowledge of the product line 
as a whole. 

(2) Key punching of material lists for models 
and assemblies. 

These phases are mutually dependent and complementary. 

The first model cards punched simply contain the variable information 
from the model material list. The cards are sorted by every feature and 
listed. This reveals correlations between major assemblies and other 
features of the motor. For example, much of the correlation involving 
stack height as shown in Table A were revealed from those listings. 

The assembly-component cards are punched and chains of relationships 
determined, plotted, and studied. For example, it was found that the same 
shell length may occur with two different stack heights. Such facts are re
vealed by relating parts to assemblies, assemblies to major assemblies, major 
assemblies to other major assemblies, the other m",jor assemblies to their 
components, etc. . There are no set means or procedures to reveal these 
relationships nor any fixed format for displaying them. In this study, they 
are shown by Tables A, B, C, D, and E. The listing of assembly-component 
relationships sorted by component are of some novelty to the product engineers 
and they suggest many variables. 

As the Study proceeds, it will become clear which variables are independent 
and which should be considered control characteristics. 

The cards punched from the model and material lists are modified as the 
Study progresses. For example, it was found that the end caps depend on D, 
R, and C (the presence of cushion rings: CA, CB, or CC) and so there is no 
need to retain a code for end caps. As the parts and operations for any major 
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assembly are identified, appropriate codes are assigned and punched into 
the model cards. Thus, unnecessary information is dropped and new in
formation is added. In this way, the condensed card evolves. 

To continue the work, th e follOwing steps a re recommended: 

(1) About a dozen model m aterialli.sts (kept under 
separate clip) included notes which indicated 
modifications to one or two of the major assem
blies. That is , a new assembly number was not 
created when the model was designed. Rather, 

(2) 

a similar existing assembly was indicated with a 
modification noted. These changes have not been 
made in the lists. 

By including 10-15 additional models, all motors 
with volume of 10 or over can be included. Ten 
is the volume below which complete engineering 
documents are not made . This cut would thus 
match engineering practice. 

(3) Shipments for November and December of 1956 
should be punched. 

(4) Marketing should be consulted to determine which 
motors have been superceded by others for the same 
application and/or the same customer. 

(5) The missing major assemblies (for all of 1956) 
should have assembly component cards punched 
and new listings made. 

(6) The study of shafts, cords, overloads, and winding 
should continue and codes placed in the condensed 
cards. 
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As condensed codes are placed in the cards for any 
major assembly, the 1956 condensed cards (sorted 
by week number) should be run, making accumula
tions by: week for each part and operation. A card 
should be summary punched for each week and major 
assembly. The summary cards are then listed sep
arately to print on one tabulator sheet (about 12 inches 
of printing) the volume of the parts and/ or operations 
for that particular assembly by week. This type of 
listing was not done during the study. 

Experimentation with placing the mnemonic codes on 
header ca.rds and the automatic rapid printing of fac
tory schedules appears very valuable. Weekly and 
daily master schedules and schedules for individual 
foremen can be printed. The possible value of this 
development for General Electric manufacturing con
trol seems very high. 

(9) The coding of variables was done to greatly simplify 
the multiplications necessary in extending assembly 
volumes by part usage to get part volumes. So sim
ple are these multiplications that it would waste time 
to put the cards through a multiplier such as the 602A, 
604, or 650 . The wiring should be dOl).e for a tabulator . 

(1 0) The IBM 407, Model IV is ideal for this wdrk. Although 
the IBM 402 or 403 can be used if certain features are 
added (Special Programming and Co-Selectors). the 407 
contains storage to hold the mnemonic codes and it con
tains 120 type bars. The additional type bars may be 
considered a mixed blessing since the print of the 407 is 
smaller than the 402. 

(11 ) . With the historical analysis of the various assemblies, 
parts, and operations on summary punched cards, it is 
impossible to make inventory cost studies. 
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By adding costs and cycle times, dynamic studies 
of various inventory policies can be carried out to 
arrive at near optimum policies. The IBM 650 at 
Fort Wayne would be useful in making these studies. 

(lZ) The condensed card can be extended to cover all 
operatiolls, materials, machines, setups, and labor 
grades. It will afford a base for many studies to 
improve manufacturing control procedures. 
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BC 

BH 

BL 

BS 

BW 

BX 

CG 

CP 

CR 

D 

DC 

DH 

DR 

EB 

EC 

EV 

FL 

FN 

HP 

IF 

ICY 

L 

LL 

39 FRAME MOTOR 

CONTROL ELEMENTS 

Conduit Box 

Ease Height 

Ease Length 

Ease Style 

Ear Width 

Connection 

Ground Clip 

Creeper Overload 

Cushion Ring 

Direction of Rotation 

Disc Type Overload 

Drain Hole 

Drilled Hole 

Clamp Bolt Beyond Shell 

Closed End Shield 

Extra Ventilation 

Free Length,Customer End 

Fan 

Horse Power 

Internal Flat 

Keyway 

Length of Shaft 

Location of Leads on Stator 

LT 

ML 

ND 

OE 

OF 

OI 

OR 

P 

PE 

PF 

PN 

R 

S 

SC 

SD 

SL 

SZ 

TC 

TS 

TW 

V 

VO 

VP 

JT Leaq Joint Tape 

Base Latch 

Middle Length 

Necked Down Shaft 

Opposite Pulley End Extension 

Length of OPE Flat 

011 Heavy 

Overload Rating 

No. of Poles 

Pulley End Extension 

Length of Pulley End Flat 

Paint 

Reversib11ity 

Stack Height 

Ventilation Hole 

No. of Speeds 

Leads Bushing 

Wire Size 

No. of Turns per Coil 

Stripback Lgth. Customer End 

Type of Leads 

Voltage 

Vertical Mount OPP FE down 

Vertical Mount PE down 



39 FRAME SYSTEMS PROJECT 

PRODUCT STRUCTURE SUMMARY OF ASSEMBLIES AND PARTS 

SHOWING VARIABLES AND mE CONTROL ELEMENTS WHICH DETERMINE THEM 

CONTROL ELEMENTS REMARKS -
I . Motor Assembly - Test - Pack 

( A. 1. Base BL, BS, BH Length, Style, 
Height 

2. Latch CR, LT Two Styles 
B. 1. BX Connector BX o or 1 

2. BX Connector Screws BX o or 2 
C. 1. Clamp Bolts - Length S,P, EV, EB Always 4 

2. Clamp Bolt Nuts Standard - 4 
D. 1. Conduit Box BC 0 or 1 

2. Condui t Box Cover BC 0 or 1 
3. Conduit Box Cover Screw BC 0 or 2 
4. Conduit Box Mounting Screws BC 0 or 2 

E. Data, Name Plate, P.E. Varies with Model 
F. Data, Name Plate, O.P.E. OE Standard 
G. Paint PN Standard 
H. Test Specifications Varies with Model 
I. Packaging BL, BS, BH, L, OE 

II. Rotor Assembly 

A. Shaft 
1. PE Extension Lgth. PE, R Longer for Reversible 
2. OPE Extension " OE 
3. PE Flat " PF 
4. OPE " OF 
5. Groove to Groove Lgth. P,S,EV 
6. Direction of Groove D,R 
7. Rotation -* Rings D,R 

8. 
?Overall length is 

( Lgth. of Shaft L .sum of PE,OE and 
(Groove to Groove Lgth. 

9. KeywBiY KY 
10. Necked Dow ND 
11. Non-Std Chamfer ND 
12. " " Flat Ht. ND 
13. " " Increment R 
14. Drilled Hole DR 
15. Internal F.l.at IF 
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CONTROL ELEM.Ef'lTS REMARKS 

B. Rotor Core 

1. Punching 

( a. Configuration P, BW (BW - Bar Width) 

b. Quantity S 

2. Assembly 

a. Skew Angle S, P, BW 

b. Length S (Length:No. Punching) 

c. End Ring FN 

C. Slinger 

( 
1. Style VO Or VP If VO or VP, Qty - 1 

Std. for horiz. mtg. 

2. Location P 

D. Textol1te llirus t Washer VO or VP 

E. Rotor Core Location P,R,PE 

III. Stator Assembly 

A. Stator Core 

1. Punching 

a. Configuration P,R 

b. Quantity S 4 more than 
Rotor Core 

2. Assembly 

a. Length S 

b. Key Length S 

c. No. Keys P 

d. Arald1te Varnish Standard 



B. Stator Winding 

1. Shading Coil Length 
2. Shading Coil Location 
3. Quantity of Sh. Coils 
4. Shading Coil Varnish 
5. Shading Coil Insu.lation 

( 6. No . Coils 
7. No. Leads 
8. Location of Leads 
9. Overload 

10. Overload Leads A+B 
11. Overload Location 
12. Lead Joint Tape 
13. Tying Cord 
14. Winding Ht. 
15. Fiber End Punching 
16. Sleeve Insulation 
17. Overload Wedge 
18. Rev.Shading Coil Leads 
19. Winding Retainer Pin 

( 20. No. Turns per Coil 
21. Wire Size 
22. Wt of Wire 
23. Leads 

a .. Quantity 
b. Type 
c. Lead Wire Size 
d. Color 
e . Free Lgth. Cust. End 
f. Middle Length 
g. Strip-back - Cueto End 
h . Bushing Dwg. No . 
i . Lead Clamps 
j . Tape 
k. Terminals 

1. Quantity 
2. Dwg. No. ( 

1 . Insulating Sleeve 
1. Quantity 
2. Dwg. No. 

-3-

CONTROL ELEMENTS 

S,R 
D,R 
P,R 

R 
P, SD, R 
SD,R 
LL 
DC,CR, OR 

DC 
LL,CR 
JT 

P 
R,P 
R 
AR ,P,S 
R 
P 
TC 
sz 
TC,P"sZ 

SD,R 
TW 
V, HP 
SD,R, TW 
TS I! 
ML 
TS 
SL, SD, R, TW 
TW,SD, R 
TW 

SD,R 
TS 

SD, R 
TS 

Standard 

(DC" Disc, CR: Creeper 
OR" Rating) 

2 Types 
Standard 

For Shading-Coil Leads 
To hold Creeper O.L. 

P gives Qty. & Length 

Each Lead may differ 
Good for all Leads 

1 or 2 

May be different for 
each lead 

o or 1 per eyelet 



C. Stator Shell 

1. Length 
2. Vent Holes 

( 3. Leads Holes 
4. BX or Conduit Box Holes 
5. Draw Holes 
6. Leads Hole Location 

D. Stator - Shell Assembly 

IV. End Shield 

A. Casting 
B. Sleeve Bearing 
C. O. L. Hole 

D. O. L. Hole Location 
E. BX Holes 
F. Clamp-Bolt Holes Location 
G. Overload Cap 
H. Cushion Rings 
I. Ground Clip 
J. End Cap 

1. Quantity Punched 
K. Rubber Oil Slinger 
L. 1hrust Plate 
M. Oil Return Wick 

N. Wick Retainer Quantity 
O. Washer Wick 
P. Packing Wick 
Q. Retainer Wick 
R. Oil 

1. Style 
2. Quanti ty 

S. Oil Well Cover 
T. Cover Sealing Compound 

l 
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CONTROL ELEMENTS REMARKS 

S, P, EV 
SC 
SL, SC 
BX or BC 
DH 
LL 

P 

EC 

DC 

LL 
BX, LL 
P 
DC 
CR. CG 
CG 
CR, R 
OE 
OE 
VO, VP 
R 

R 

01 
R, 01 

IF, SC or BX, BC 

Always 2, open or cl. 
Standard 
Only on OPE End Shield 
O.L. Hole only with disc 
Opposite Leads, OPE End 
BX - Yes 

o or 1 

o or 1 

1 or 2 
1 or 2 
Special for down end 
Qty. -2, on R has 3 
Separate Pieces 
o or 2 
Standard 
Standard 
Standard 

Regular or heavy 
Both ends 
Standard 
Standard 
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PRODUCT STRUCTURE - IBM RUN INDEX 

The index sheets immediately following are a complete 

list of all IBM runs made i n the course of the product 

structure study. 

Punched cards were prepared from Model and Parts 

lists for the active models in the 39 frame line. These 

cards were sorted in many ways to prepare the runs listed 

so that the relationships between parts and assemblies 

could be determined. 

The actual punched cards and tabulations of these 

cards are filed with the Project records. 
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BOOK I. 

INDEX 

I. . Model Summary by Model by Week Shipped 

II. Model Summary by Winding & Test Spec Number by Week Shipped 

III.(a) Model Summary by Week Shipped 

(b) End Shield Characteristics Analysis by Week Shipped 

IV. Model Summary in Sequence by Reversibility by Week 

and by Stack Height 

V. Model Summary by Week by Voltage 

VI. (a) Stator Winding Report by Stator Winding Number then by 

Model Number 

(b) Stator Winding Report by Number of Poles and then by 

Reversibility and Stack Height 

(c) Stator Winding Report by Number of Poles, Reversible and 

Wire Size 

(d) Stator Winding Report by Number of Poles, Reversibility 

and Model Number 

VII. Orders Received by Model Number 

VIII. Shipments 1:u Customer 
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ROTORS: 

Rotors and Components 

Rotors and Components 

Rotors and Components 

Rotors and Components 

ROTOR CORE TO PUNCHING: 

Rotor Core to Punching 

Rotor Core to Punching 

STATORS: 

Stators and Components 

BOOK II. 

INDEX 

Stator to Winding & Test Spec. 

Stator to Stator Winding 

Stator to Stator Core 

Stator to Shell 

SUTOR WINDING: 

Stator Winding & Component 

Stator Winding & Component 

STATOR CORE: 

Stator Core and Component 

SEQUENCED BY 

Rotors 

Rotor Core 

Oil Slinger 

Shaft 

Rotor Core 

Punching 

Stators 

Winding & Test Spec. 

Stator Winding 

Stator Core 

Shell 

Stator Winding 

Component 

Stator Core 
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BOOK II. 

INDEX - (continued) 

END SHIELOO:· 

End Shields and Components 

End Shields and Components 

MISCELLANEOUS : 

Base and Components 

Base and Parts & Conduit Box 

Base and Components 

Cord.'3 and Parts 

Cords and Component 

Cords and Component 

Leads and Component 

Leads Assemblies and Component 

Component Usage Summary 

SEQUENCED BY 

End Shields 

Component 

Base 

Parts 

Component 

Parts 

Component 

Cords 

Leads 

Leads Assemblies 

Week 
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FACTORY AUTOMATION 
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Factory A.utomation 

Our general approach to factory automation was to investigate the 
feasibility of automating the production line without any major changes in 
product design or in the production processes used. For example, the use 
of a sectional shaft in place of the present single-piece shaft was not con
sidered within the present scope of the project, even though the former 
might result in significant manufacturing economies in an automated plant. 
Likewise chemical milling was not considered to replace mechanical mill
ing. 

Within the range of present process and product design, however, 
serious effort was made to think of new and better ways of producing the 
motor, especially ways readily adaptable to automation. The stator 
winding problem was presented to three outside engineering firms to see 
if they could propose more automatic and better ways of solving the prob
lem. Similarly, the shaft manufacturing problem was presented to one 
outside engineering firm. 

This section includes the significll1lt information from these studies. 
The stator winding problem, as presented to the outside firms, is in
cluded, along with summaries of their reports. Next, the shaft problem 
is presented, along with a summary of the outside firms reports. In addi
tion, a brief commentary on these reports is included, to show ideas of 
directions in which equipment cost savings might be realized. 

Also included in this section are four write ups on other ideas for 
producing and designing the motor. While one of these reports did not 
result directly from Project work, it was felt that. 'it . presented ideas 
which fitted in well with the factory automation aspect of the Project, 
and has thus been included in this section. 

In evaluating our work in the area of factory automation, two points 
stand out. First, we feel that the major cost savings will result from the 
integrated office-factory information flow, and in the control of factory 
operations, not from the physical processes themselves. This conclusion 
was almost inherent in our approach which minimized consideration of 
new processes, and our results seemed to confirm our expectations. 
Secondly, we expected to run into some difficulty in tr ying to automate 
the present produot design which calls for some operations based on 
manual dexterity and other human characteristics - and again our ex
pectations were confirmed. The studies by the outside engineering firms, 
plus our own analysis, leads us to the conclusion that the "optimum" 
long-range approach is to redesign the product for fully automatic prd
duction. An example might be the sectional shaft mentioned above, . 
made up of a group of standardized sections (manufactured continuously) 
and "glued'" together, to meet the requirements for shaft length, exten
Sions, flats, grooving for rotation, etc . Trying to automate the present 
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shaft seems tb lead to a "roomful" of transfer equipment and ' .. pro
cessing s tations, in order to achieve the necessary varieties and quan
tities of shafts. While such a large system might turn out to be econ
omically feasible, it certainly does not appear to be optimum. 
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STATOR WINDING PROJECT 

OBJECTIVES OF SWDY AS PRESENTED TO OUTSIDE FIRMS 

To study the problem of how to wind the stators of the 
various models of motors included in the line under considera
tion completely automatically. By "Completely automatically" 
is meant that the equipment will receive all material necessary 
for the operation, stator, wire, insulation material etc. as 
indicated in the following paragraphs, will locate the stator, 
make the insulator and insert same in stator as required, 
locating the windings and lead exits as required in relation 
to the bolt holes, will prepare the ends of the wire to be 
picked up by another piece of equipment for attaching the 
external leads, and will splice the thermostat as required 
into the coil circuit and locate thermostat between the proper 
poles and deliver the finished stator to some transfer device 
for movement to the next operation. The transfer device is not 
a part of this study. The equipment to do this operation will 
not require the attention of any operator in its normal operation, 
nor any set-up to change from any model of stator to a different 
model, nor to replace spools of wire. New spools of wire may 
be assumed to be delivered to the de-reeling unit with a wire 
end projecting in such a manner that i ,t can be picked up. The 
equipment is to pick up the end of the wire, thread itself and 
continue operations automatically. The equipment is to be 
operated and controlled remotely from mechanized office 
equipment which will continuously feed order data to the 
manufacturing equipment, describing the model to be made and 
the quantity of each run. The equipment may consist of a 
single piece of equipment, or it may be a number of pieces 
of equipment as required either for the purpose of handling 
the variables which it must accomodate, or for productive ca
pacity purposes. In general the philosophy of this equipment 
should be that it will be able to ma.lte a large annual volume 
of stator windings in considerable variety, without requiring 
set-up changes to go from one model to another, and on a cycle 
basis such that stators can be produced as required, in the 
quantities indicated on the production data sheets furnished, 
without the necessity of making long runs and accumulating 
inventory in wound stators. 
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STATOR WINDING PROJECT 

Suggested Fbrm Of Recommendations As Presented TO Outside Firms 

It is intended that this study shall remain purely in 
the engineering concept stage; that the results of the study 
shall be described in a written report , supplemented by 
such sketches and light lIne layouts as are considered necessary 
to convey all of the principal motions of the equipment, and 
the basic relations of the different parts of the equipment, 
the movement of material, and the manner in which each require
ment of the operation will be met and checked, or insured. 
No detailing is required, no models need be made, and it is 
not necessary that the engineering concepts be tried and 
proven methods, but only that they be well considered and reason
able from both a mechanical and an electrical point of view. 
It is recognized that limiting the scope of the development 
work on the equipment concept in this manner may result in 
the suggestion of machine concepts which could conceivably 
require revision before conversion into metal, and possibly 
fUrther revision after such conversion. Thus the emphasis 
is on the basic concept of a method, and the basic prinCiples 
and motions of the equipment on which the method concept 
relies. In addition it is desired that an approximation of 
the productive capacity, both in terms of speed of the equip
ment, and in terms of the variety of output which each unit 
of the equipment could handle, be submitted, together with 
an area estimate as to the overall investment cost. 
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STATOR WINDING PROJECT 

NATURE OF STUDY 

The study is to concern itself with the winding of the 
main "tato! COHd . The pole "hading coi.L~, a~'e not 'to be 
included. The pole shaders may either be a wound form or 
they may be a solid piece of metal. In either case it may be 
assumed that the pole shaders and the pole shader insulation 
will be in place on the stator when t he stator is delivered 
to the main coil winding operation. The operation to be studied 
will consist of receiving the stator, minus the outer, perforated, 
shell, locating it in the coil winding machine, inserting and 
holding the slot insuJ.ations, and continuously winding the 
main cOil. Alternate poles , in all cases, are to be wound in 
opposite direction8. The operation 1s subject to numerous variables 
and requirements. 

The windings may be a single coil for a single speed motor, 
ending up with two leads. 

For a two speed motor, there wi.ll be two coils, the second 
wound on top of the first. In this case there will be three 
leads: the starting end of the wire of the first coil, the finish
ing end of the wire of the second coil, and a third lead, consisting 
of the finishing end of the wire of the first coil joined together 
with the starting end of t he wire of the second coil. (All windings 
on any given pole must always be in the same direction, for both 
two and three speed motors .) 

For a three speed motor there will be three coils, wound 
one upon another. In this case there wiU. be four leads, the 
starting wire of the first coil, the f'inishing wire of the third 
coil, the finishing wire of the first coil at tached to the start
ing wire of the second (as above) and the finishing wire of the 
second now attached to the starting wire of the third. 

In the two speed motor the wire diameters for the two coils 
will normally be different sizes. In the three speed motor the 
wire diameters of the first and B~cond coils will be the same 
size in about 50% Of the c"'-Ses, but the t;h:l.rd coil will usually 
be of a different diameter wire. 

The number or poles to be wound will be either four or six. 

The winding operations must commence in relation to the four 
bolt holes through the stator used for securing the end plates. 
In the six pole forms these four holes are in two pairs, the pairs 
l80'apart from each other, and the two holes of each pair 70 0apart 
from each other. In the 4 pole forms the four holes are equally 
spaced 180'apart . The location of each hole is approximately 
in the center of' the base of a pole, so as not to interfere with 
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the flux pattern, and they cannot be relocated to any position 
which does not meet this condition. I t is pref erable not to 
consider moving or rear.ranging them. s.t all. It must be possible 
to start and .finish the winding operation between any two poles 
of either the four or six pole stators. Thus the exit point 
of the leads with relation to the bolt holes may be between 
any two of the poles, but this relation will always be specified 
for any given model of motor. Also the leads may exit from 
either end of the stator, but this too will be constant for any 

r given model of motor. 

( 

7. It is not mandatory that each pole be wound in the conventional 

8. 

manner, i.e. that the wire be wound around the pole, but it is 
mandatory that current must flow in the same direction t hrough 
all of the wires passing through any given space between two 
adjacent coils, and that this direction of flow, in adjacent 
spaces, must be in opposite directions. i. e . if current flows 
from center out in slot No. l , it must flow toward center in slot 
No . 2, out in slot No.3, in i n slot No. 4 and so on. Thus the 
wire might pass over the outer end of pole No.1, diagonally 
across the space between pole No. 1 and pole No. 2 over the inner 
end of pole No.2, diagonally across the space between pole No. 2 
and pole No. 3, over the outer end of pole No. 3 and so on. 
Thie would increase the pile-up and thus the thickness of the 
layers of wire over the outside end of every other pole, at both 
ends of the stator, and would thUB increase the overall length 
of the motor . TI:le length dimension over the coil willdings is 
a controlled dimension and i s BJ;''''lified on 'Winding height 
drawings 'Which will be furnished. Therefore it is not a 
desirable method. HO'wever, it is permissable to consider this 
method or its equivalent as possibilities. Other winding methods 
may also be considered, so long as t hey accomplish the objectives 
as set forth herein and in the various specifications attached hereto. 

A thermostat capsw.e must be installed in the stator as part 
of the operation. The wire of the primary coil has to be broken 
betw"een two poles, SO that the thermostat can be connected in 
series with the winding. The thermostat i s then pushed into 
the appropriate slot between the poles . The selection of the 
slot for locating the t herrQos ta.t must be such t hat when the 
motor is mounted with the leads cOming out at the proper position, 
the thermostat will be positioned in one or the two topmost slots, 
so that heat rising from the motor will pS.BS over J and not away from, 
the thermostat . The coil wire does not have t o be broken at the 
point 'Where the the.nnostat is located, though it is desirable 
to have the break so located, but the coil wire may be broken 
elsewhere , so long as the thermostat is located as specified. 
The manner in 'Which the thermostat wires are joined to the coil 
wire ends is not specified, however there must be a good electrical 
joint and the entire motor must subsequently pass a "rain test " 
in which water is sprayed on the assembJ.ed motor at a rate 
equivalent to a rainfall of one i nch per hou=. 
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These motors may be required to run either clockwise or 
counter clockwise. However, this direction of rotation is 
determined by the position of the single pole shader, and can 
be alternated by inverting the stator. The motor may also 
be reversible, in which case a different stator accomodating 
two pole shaders is used. In au these cases the winding of 
the main coils is not affected by the direction of rotation of 
the motor, except that the location of the exit point of the 
leads and the location of the thermostat must be maintained 
as heretofore outlined. 

10. The loop of wire between each pole winding, which exists 
on the sample motors, is not a design requirement, and may be 
omitted, It is a 1Unction only of the present method of winding 
the coil. 

11. The slot insulation pieces should be made at the coil 
winding machine and inserted in place. The insulation must be 
such that all parts of the main windings shall be at least 1/16", 
through air or over surface, from any ground, (the pole shader . 
is considered ground) for a 115 v. motor, similarly this clear
ance requirement is 3/32" for a 230 v. motor. Experience has 
shown, with the present type of insulator, that it is necessary 
to hold the insulator in place until at least several turns 
of the winding have been made. in order to keep the insulation 
in the correct location to insure adequate clearance at both 
ends of the insulators, which now project beyond the slots 
at both ends, to afford this electrical clearance . Other 
methods of insulation may be considered, so long as they meet 
the requirements specified and have a dielectric equivalent to 
the present insulator. The present insulator is a rag paper 
. 025" thick; however, this thickness is for s tj.ffness purposes. 
A thickness of . 015" would provide a satisfactory dielectric . 
Thermoplastic material substitutions would probably not be 
suitable because the insulators must currectly be capable of 
wi thstanding temperatures of 150 ·C. In the future this require
ment is expected to go up to a peak of 200·C, average of 175°C. 
In the reversible 6 pole :f'o.t'IlW there i s an insulation piece, 
similar to the laminations of the stator, placed over each end 
of the stator stack. It may be assumed that these parts will 
be available for magazine or similar feeding into the coil winding 
operation. 

12. Means for maintaining constant tens-ion on the wire while 
winding will be required to control s t retching. Elongation 
of the wire by stretching, however, is of lesser significance than 
the number of turns. which must be the controlling factor. 
Elongation of the wire and consequent reduction of cross section, 
is permissable to the extent of a 5~ increase over nominal in the 
electrical resistance of the wire. 
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13. The leads coming out of the coil (or coils of multi-speed 
motors) must be ·so prepared that they can be picked up mechan·
ically by the equipment which will attach the external leads. 
In other words the ends of the coil wire must be left in a 
consistent pattern and location, accessible to a following 
piece of equipment which performs succeeding operations. 

14. The outside and inside diameters of all stators are constant. 

The "Stack height" of the laminations fonning the stator 
core will vary from 1/2" to 3" in 1/4" increments, a total 
of eleven different stack heights. 

16. All of the above stack heights come in either the four 
or six pole fonn. 

17. The lamination shapes vary only as follows: 

All four pole non-reversible motors the same lamination 
All six pole non-reversible motors the same lamination 
All six pole reversible motors the same lamination 
(There are no four pole reversible motors) 

18. Since the amount of copper in any given stator slot detennines, 
basically, the torque characteristics of the motor, and since 
there is considerable variation in the wire diameters used, the 
No. of windings which may be specified should be considered as 
potentially completely variable as follows: 

For single speed mot ors, between 30 and 800 turns per pole. 
For multi-speed motors, between 2 and 200 turns per coil, 
per pole. 

19. The wire which will be used is Heavy Formvar enameled 
(polyvinyl acetate) or equivalent, G.E. Spec. B22F2 (Copy of 
which will be furnished.) The wire diameters to be used are 
as follows: .0100 .0113 .0126 .0142 .0159 .0179 .0201 .0226 
. 0253 .0285 .0320 .0339 .0380 .0403 .0427 .0453 .0480 

20 . When the coil winding has been completed, a shaping, or 
forming operation on the windings around each pole at both ends 
is required to maintain the winding heighth dimension and to 
insure that the required electrical clearances will be 
established properly. Tape is then applied around the windings 
at each end, so that the clearances will not be lost due to 
movement of the wires resulting from vibration during operation. 
The leads where the thermostat is connected are tied back by 
string for the same reason. These operations, or some other 
operations, accomplishing the same purpose must also be 
performed. 
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21. The number and variety of motor models which are to be 
considered a part of this study are enumerated in the tabulations 
which are furnished under separate cover as part of the reference 
data. This variablli ty will be furnished initially in several 
ways as follows: by wire diamet er, by s tack length, and by 
model number, each category separated into four pole non
reversible, six pole non-reversible and six pole reversible. 
Each list will show for each motor model whether single, 
two or three speed by indicating the number of coils to be 
wound on the stator under the column which specifies the wire 
sizes to be used. 
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STATOR WINDING PROJECT 

The following material was sent to outslde firms . 

1. Set of stator winding prints 

2. Set of stator winding specifications 

3. Set of material and parts lists for wound stators 

4. Sets of IBM breakdowns of product mix as described in 
section (21)* (The product mix indicated in these breskdowns, 
together with the lot sizes indicated, may be considered as 
usable representations of the mix and lot sizes which the equip
ment under investigation will have to produce. The total 
quanti ty, however, should be extended, proportionately to a 
total annual volume of approximately 1,250,000 motors.) 

5. Set of winding height specification prints . 

6. Prints of slot insulators, insulator lamination for 
6 pole reversible motor, and insulator material specification. 

7. A sample wound stator. 

8. General Electric Spec. ffB22F2 (Heavy Formvar Wire.) 

If, after review of this material, and preliminary con
sideration of the problem, additional data is required, or 
conferencee are desired wit h General Electric personnel, 
contact should be made with Mr. Burt Grad, General Electric Co. 
1635 Broadway, Building 18-1, Fort Wayne, Indiana • . 
Phone: Eastbrook 7431, Extension 658. 

The purchase order which is being sent under separate cover 
is to include costs of all engineering work, travel costs and 
other expenses incident to the project. 

* Preceding Page 
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Stator Winding Project 

Summary of report of Sheaffer Tool & Die 
Di:vision of 
W.p!'. Sheaffer Pen Co. 

This conception deals with the Autolll,iltic Insulation Assembly and 
winding of practically any combination of one, two, or three speed mo
tors. Any combination of the nineteen different wire sizes called for in 
the motor specifications may be used and the motors may be four or six 
pole type . Primary consideration has been given to both low and high 
production volume throughout this study. The various sequences are 
to be actuated by the proper impulse from tape or standard business 
machine cards which have been punched for numerical positioning con
trol. 

It will be possible to check at each station of the machine for con
tinuity, resistance, grounds, etc. If, at any station a reject part is de
tected, that par t will be r ejected. Through a feed back circuit from each 
r ejecting station , a special pulse or Signal will add one more unit to the 
original order, so it will not come up short at the end of a run. Re
jected parts will be returned to a central point where they will be torn 
down and salvaged parts returned to their proper turret for reprocessing. 

The molded insulator parts in their various styles are stored in 
cylindrical indexing units . These units which are on a larger turret 
will index around until the cor rect style insulator is in position to be 
dropped into the pallet on the transfer table upon a pulse or signal from 
the machine dir ector. 

The same method as above is used to store and drop the various 
size stators and front insulator parts onto the pallets of the transfer 
table. 

As these pallets with the stators assembled with their insulators, 
move intermittently down the line , the winders select the correct wire 
size and then wind one pole only , first wrapping apprOximately six turns 
around the coil fastening post, then winding the correct number of turns, 
and then again wrapping six turns around the other coil fastening post, 
thus completing one coil winding. 

As the pallet with the assembled stator moves to the next station, 
it is automatically indexed to a new pole and the above winding cycle is 
repeated. These operations are repeated at each station unt~l all poles 
are wound. At the last station, the leads are attached and the complete 
winding is given an electrical continuity resistance and ground check 
and ejected from the line . 
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All of the various operations to control the above machines are to 
be programmed from standard business machine cards and magnetic 
tape, using record-playback techniques and servo~principles. 

Stator Winding Project 

Summary of Repor t of Ar lin Products Inc. 

A. Inasmuch as General Electr ic C(/) . has several styles of units to 
be wound; it is our r ecommendation that each unit have a separate 
winding station. 

B. Stations to be banked and ready to perfor m the job of winding. 

C. A special flow belt to be const ructed so that any and all statQrs 
will flow down same as they come off production assembly lines. 

D. Machine to be installed on this conveyor to detqct and flow proper 
stator to proper station. 

E. Each station to have a small bank of parts waiting and to indivi
dually act in the foupwing manner : 

1. Part is indexed and positioned into winding fixture . 

2. Winding fixture to proceed to wind stator - finish same and 
to again r epeat for the next stator. 

3. Each bank of stator winder s to act individually. 

4. O. K. wound sections to be discharged to "take away" flow 
belt systems for further processing. 

F. The Winding Machine to consist of an a r rangement for counting 
the proper turns and winding them on the stator . 

Sequence of Operation of Stator Winder Section: 

1. Part is positioned in winder clutch mechanism. 

2. Insulation is automatically inserted. 

3. Special winding machine to finish job of winding. 

4. The Winding Machine . 

Fancy electronic counter s a r e not needed as the job is a 
relatively slow one . Therefore , a simple mechanical 
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counting system is in order. 

The O. D. of all Stators is usually plus or minus . 0015" 
or so, in size so that this leads to a precision clutch for 
holding. 

Actual winding of the wire in the machine should be done 
by a controlled finger type unit. The Stator should not be 
oscillated - only the controlled finger hOldiJ1g the wire, 
which is unwinding from a large spool, should be oscillated 
into proper motion. Wire is held in small especially de
signed opening (nylon) and played out automatically as sta
tor sections are contour wound. 

Motion of this winding action must be preCision and can be 
supplied by a direct cam action or an electronic servo- mech
anism. For the present, mechanical action is recommended. 

Simplicity is the keynote if this is to be a successful machine. 

Stator Winding Project 

(The summary of the report of Barnes Engineering
l 

Multra Corp., Stam
ford, Connecticut will be forwarded when received) 
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STATOR WINDING PROJECT 

Summary of Report of Multra Corporation 
Subsidiary of 
Barnes Engineering Co. 

Since it is fairly obvious that more than one machine is required for 
the desired production. it is possible to remOve one of the many variables 
in the desired equipment by arranging the permanent setup so that a ma
chine or machines handle each variation of one of the variables. To be 
more specific. ther e are thre e different lamination shapes. 4-pole. 6-pole 
non-reversible. and 6-pole reversible. Thus . anyone machine can be 
so arranged that it handles only one of these three basic lamination shapes. 
and will not be required to handle any other . 

This assembly facility has been considered to be made up of four 
identical machine groups merely as a convenient method of arriving at 
a typical picture . In the construction of the facility it may well be con
sidered preferable to group the four (three might suffice) 4-pole ma
chines side-by-side. the four 6 - pole reversible machines side-byoo side. 
and the sixteen 6 - pol e non-reversible machines together. 

The assembly work is to be done as an "in-line" type operation. 
The "in-line" method was selected over the rotary index type machine 
for several reasons: 

(a) The area required by the "in-line" machine 
will be les s. 

(b) An indexing table would be larger and heavy. 
(c) The supply conveyor arrangement would be 

s uperior . 
(d) The "in-line" type machine allows access to 

both sides of the assembly and its carrier. 

The stators are to be placed upon carriers which are a permanent 
part of the conveyor. These carriers are to be rotary. such that the 
stators can be turned about their own axis to any desired position. In 
general this would be anyone of four pOSitions for the 4-pole stators. 
and anyone of six positions for the 6 - pole stators. The carriers are 
to be rotated. and h e ld in position by stationary mounted actuators. such 
as air cylinders. 
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Since the re are eleven different stack heights of stator cores, 
the carriere must be adjustable with respect to this height. The 
method provides that the upper face of the core always will be at 
the same level, maintained by catches, and that the variation will 
be on the bottom side. The carriers are self adjustable since the 
mountine plate is spring loaded, and is pushed down to the level 
requi red by any particular stack height . 

In the mounting plate of the carrier are studs located in the 
same arrangement as the four bolt holen through the stator core. 
These studs serve to locate the stator core in the proper orienta
tion, and to maintain it thus throughout the assembly operation. 

The stator laminations are not symmetrical due to the posi
tions of the bolt holes and shader poles. Thus, inverting a 
stator core produces a second pattern. Also, the fact that the 
leads must exit fromeither end of the stator produces two addi
tional patterns . or an apparent total of four patterns. However, 
upon closer examination it is found that any of these four arrange 
ments can be achieved by inverting the stator core before winding, 
and then winding always from the same side, which is to say, al
ways have the leads exit from the same nide. 

The s lot insulation pieces are to be made at the machine, 
and then inD erted into place. 

Th e widt:, of t '.1e insulation piece in its developed state is 
constant for each laminations shape . Only the length, or height, 
varies depending upon the stack height of the stator core to be 
wound . ThuD , the insulation pieces are to be made from the 
desired material in the form of strip stock, whose width is the 
width of the final insulator . 

The in sulators are to be punched out, two punching operations 
being required for each piece . In this manner any desired length 
of insulator may b e had merely by varying the length of stock feed 
between punching strokes. 

It is proposed that the design of the motor be altered to in
clude a terminal strip to which the ends of all wires will lead, 
and be attached . This innovation will provide several advantages. 
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The pole which is undergoing the winding operation is always 
in the same position. When one coil has been completed the car 
rier is indexed to bring the next adjacent pole into the winding posi
tion. In the same way the carrier is to be indexed before winding 
to bring that pole which is to be first wound into winding position . 
Likewise before winding, and again after all coils have been wound 
the carrier is to be indexed to bring the terminal strip into position 
for the wire connections to be made to its posts. 

Each machine has a rotary inventory wheel or turntable upon 
which each size wire required for that particular machine will be 
carried. The wire reel is transferred from the shuttle conveyor 
to the turntable at ' he point of tangency between table and conveyor. 
Each wire size, or course, has its particular pOSition on the table. 
The turntable can be rotated (rotated rather than indexed to save 
time) to bring any wi re position tangent to either the shuttle con
veyor or the assembly conveyor. Thus., wire is placed on the 
turntable from the shuttle conveyor and is then moved to the stator. 

Since the unit which imports the winding motion is fixed, and 
since the unit which carries the wire is not only movable, but also 
selective, it is not feasible to attempt any permanent link between 
thes e two elements . The motion unit need never touch the wi re 
itself, provided all ~llides, pulleys, etc . . , over which the wire 
must pass are a part of the wire position on the turntable. This, 
of course, obviates the necessity of complicated rethreading, since 
each wire size has its own set of guides, and remains threaded at 
all times . 
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OUTLINE MOTOR SHAFT SPECIFICATIONS 

AS PRESENTED TO OUTSIDE FIRMS 

Material 

Major Diameter 

Shaft Length 

Shaft Extension 

Oil Grooves 

Chamfer on Shaft End 

Identification Groove 

Steel B4HIB Cold drawn, Standard bar 
quality • 

• 5000/ . 4997 to be ground max .• 002 , 
rejects possible . 

5'" to 17" (1/ 32" increments) 

0" to 7" (Single or double extensions) 

2" to 6" apart (1 / 8 increments) 
Grooves have . 543" lead 
Grooves run clock-wise or counter 
clock-wise 
Grove is arc. - . 030/. 020 wide by . 006/ 
.002 deep 
Ther e may be auxiliary grooves -

refer prints 

Constant as indicated 

Arc .• 030"/. 020" wide by . 010/ .005 
deep 
Refer prints for number and location 

Eccentricity of shaft extensions when turning on bearing surfaces not to ex
ceed .0005 TIR. 

Shaft Flats 

Shaft Drilling 

May be located at either end of shaft of 
both may be at intermediate positions . 
Double flats must be within 150 of each 
other. Inside end of end flats have 1" 
radii or 150 chamfer. 
Inter mediate flats have step ends. 

Flats may be of' any length up to 4" . 
Flats may be of any depth up to .1875" 
Pin holes up to .250" wameter may be 
drilled thru shaft at flat at right angles 
to flat surface . 

Shaft may have either or both ends drilEd 
with up to a 1/ 4" hole up to 2" deep. (5 
different size holes - depth in 1/ 32" incre 
ments) 
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Shaft Keyways 

Step Shafts 

Weekly Production 

May be located in shaft at either or both 
ends and at intermediate positions. 

Keyway may be . 1875" in width by . 1875" 
deep by up ro 4" long. End of keyway to 
have 1" .>:adius , (6 keyway wIdths) 

Shafts may be turned to second diameter 
(as little as . 250" diameter) for length 
up to 5" in 1/8" increments at either or 
both ends. Steps are chamfered at 150 , 
200 , or 300 • 

30,000 with complete variation. 
Production to be run in batches of as little 
as three or as many as 10,000. 

Summary of Report of Engineering Service Inc. of America 

Design concept to produce all types of motor shafts automatically by 
the use of an I. B. M. card to set up and control all equipment. The basic 
equipment is composed of three machines, #1 Special Machine , #2 Altered 
Standard Machine and #3 Special Machine . 

The #1 Special Machine is composed of three units in one. #1 Inspect 
bar for size, #2 Cut Identification Grooves, chamfer and cutoff, #3 Roll 
Oil Grooves . - (See Sketches #1 and #2) . 

The #2 Altered Standar d Machine to Centerless Grind the major di
ameter on all shafts . - (See sketch #1). 

The #3 Special Machine is composed of a series of stations to do all 
secondary operation on shafts - such as turn down ends , flats, steps, 
keyways, drill holes and burr. - (See sketches #2 thru #16). 

Machine #1 to be the controlling factor in governing the rate of 
production of the shaft. The cut identification gr ooves , chamfer and cut
off station to be the longest requiring apprOximately 4i seconds per shaft. 
The other operation done by the #1 Machine requires much less time and 
therefore are always waiting on the cutoff station. The weekly production 
at 37 hours per week with 90% efficiency at a rate of one shaft every four 
seconds is 29,970 shafts per week. 

The #2 Altered Machine is also faster than the #1 Machine cutoff 
station so it will be waiting on the #1 Machine cutoff station. 

The #3 Machine which handles four shafts at a time will require about 
15 seconds from station to station or will be one second faster than the #1 
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cutoff station. 

In cases where there are three or less shafts at the end of a batch 
that are being run, the counter at the preload station will stop the #1 
Machine long enough so it will not get ahead of the #3 Machine. There is 
a possibility of a 12 second loss of time between each batch of shafts that 
are run. 
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GENERAL COMMENTARY 

ON 

AUTOMA TIC MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT PROPOSALS 

SUBMITTED BY 

OUTSIDE FIRMS 

B. Grad 
3/15/57 
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STATOR WINDINGS 

Apropos Schaeffer Tool and Die's (Mr. Long) presentation, certain 
other ideas seems worthwhile to note down. Basically, the system ap
pears to be far overdesigned for the needs . Conceptually however, some 
interesting ideas were presented, especially the molded insulation with 
the terminal inser ts connected by etched wiring in the molded plastic. 
The biggest single item of cost however in the proposal ($2 , 461,000) is 
for the de- reeling units . Since 18 of these were required in order to 
handle spooled wire, a suggestion was made as to using a barrel type 
of wire storage . Each would give the equivalent of 10 to 20 reels and 
would therefore make it possible to avoid an automatic welding system. 
It might be possible to arrange some sort of a clip- on or hook-on device 
at the bottom of the drum which would ride into a stop cOming out of the 
drum; and this would stop the Wire , turn on a light, and have a manual 
welding procedure performed to permit continuous reeling without the 
necessity of re- threading. This would not be fully automatic, but would 
accomplish about 90% of the objective . 

Of the other costs, the two biggest items were the winding control 
and test units and the actual Winding units themselves. These totalled 
to $574,000. The concept presented of winding one pole at a time re
quires 18 machines to wind every possible case including the two speed 
and three speed on in- line basis . This seems quite expensive and is 
wasteful. It seems more logical to provide for some type of re-cycling 
of the two and three speed motors through a standard six winding units 
which have six winding control and test units . This would reduce the 
basic cost of the winding machines by approximately two-thirds of the 
price to something under $200,000. Yet by proper adjustment of ma
chine speed and by taking advantage in the machine cycle time of the 
variable number of turns required, it should still be possible to produce 
an output substantially better than ten to fifteen thousand a week on 
these six machines. 

Another possibility here would be to adjust the winding speed to the 
size of wire being wound . In other words, with heavy wire it is con
ceivable that winding can be done faster without any danger of stretching, 
but with the smaller wires the breaking danger becomes higher, and the 
speed should be lowered. By effective scheduling techniques, it should 
be possible to still keep this winding line well balanced so that it would, 
with a minimum buffer, be able to operate to the rest of the line . This 
concept of an independent winding area does not seem illogical . Since it 
has about the highest on-machine operational time per unit, it should be 
possible to isolate it so that the rest of the line might go on a fixed plan 
basis . It is also one of the most highly variable components and the 
only other way in which the variability can be taken out is to allow a great 
deal of excess time for each operation. 
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With these two changes, the cost of the total system would be re
duced to approximately $400, 000 which starts to bring it into the range 
of feasibility. Another suggestion for elimination of cost would be in 
the parts supply turrets. To have stator cores cOming in already keyed 
seems like introducing an unnecessary set of variations . There are 
theoretically 18 possible cores which might have to be stored on the line 
and even in practical sense probably 10 to 12. By having the punchings 
come in directly, mounted on some sort of rod or center device, it 
should be possible by using these 3 feed "tubes" to have the punchings 
available at the point of usage ready for metering and keying. It is also 
conceivable that something similar to this might well be done for the 
molded plastic insulating and terminal pieces . There might be a stan
dard top piece for each of the three basic punching forms and therefore 
we could directly move these over on a center mounting device. These 
could be nested one into another, thereby making the amount of space 
occupied. a minimum. For the other end, it might be possible to have 
the molded plastic made in one length or two lengths taking care of 
either the maximum or average conditions, and cut off any variance to 
fit a particular stator. 

Another thought which might be useful would be to have the top 
piece go a full 3/4 of an inch to handle the minimum punching and then 

. two styles of bottom pieces; the first 3/4 inch so that in combination 
we could handle anything between 3/4 inch and 11/4 inch and 11/2 
inQh piece which in combination with the original 3/4 inch top piece 
could handle from 1 1/2 inch to 2 inches. With some concept like this 
it would be quite possible to reduce the cost for parts supplies to a sub
stantially lower figure . The three turrets which cost a total of $75,000 
mightwell find their total cost reduced to $15 to $20,000 range . 

Very little thought or work has been done on the control or direc
tion aspect of these machines and hence, it is not possible yet to evaluate 
whether there is an inherent logic as to what was proposed. Neverthe
less, the types of differences and changes required seem to be of a 
very simple binary or six stage (variable stack height) nature and there
fore should be handled readily by a programming device. 

Arlin Products, Inc. (Mr. Arlin) felt that the key problem lay in 
the basic winding machine itself . It was suggested a hydraulically oper
ated head mechanism be used which would have speeds of in the order of 
300 to 500 turns per minute. A feeling was expressed that the big area 
for savings lay in speeding up the winding process, and getting a more 
accurate lay of the wire . It seems that the wire lay might be of interest 
if by so doing better motor characteristics are obtained plus a reduction 
of the stack height. The idea presented consisted mainly of a preCision 
winding device which would lay the wire very carefully one right next 
to the other. However, their winding spe~ds are substantially below 
what's being realized at present, and ther~fore do not seem to offer very 
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much of a possibility. They had not thought through how the wire would be 
selected or how the leads operation or any of the other operations would 
be automated. 

One other suggestion had to do with the stator itself, was that an 
epoxy resin might be used for the insulation on the inside of the punching 
surface. It was suggested that some sort of a finger device might come 
down into the opening, spray this material, go down and come back up 
again to give a thorough coating. To get the coating on the top and bot
tom, it was recommended that a dip process be considered. 
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SHAFT 

In the Engineering Service, Inc. proposal, much attention was given 
to the necessity for control of the various different positions on the shaft. 
In the original outline given to this firm, tolerances and variances were set 
at much tighter levels than actually exist in the current motor. This was 
done since the specifications were prepared in advance of a detailed study 
of the shaft blueprints. This of course, led them toward planning an 
elaborate system with very tight control which might not be necessary if 
they have looked at the true incremental spacing of most of the parts. 
Nevertheless , we may evaluate this in terms of how well it fits the speci
fications and then secondly examine it in terms of how the specifications 
might have been relaxed to provide a more economical solution. 

The general concept includes a reading device which would read a 
card containing all the dimensions . These dimensions were then to be 
used to position a control box to one inch, tenth of an inch, and twenty
thousandths of an inch increments . This corresponded very nicely to 
the way the card was designed in that it would show the dimension at the 
three levels : the amount of inches, the number of tenths of inches, and 
the number of twenty thousandths of an inch. This firm had not thought 
through how the cards were to be read or how the information was to be 
stored; they merely assumed that it could be done and that it would be 
available when needed. The position control boxes were designed on an 
exception . prinCiple in that they were set for the first part of a certain 
type going through and not changed until a different part was started . 
The individual position stops were fully independent for each machine 
tool along the line and were not necessarily interlocked. A counter con
trol would be used to know when the proper quantity of parts had been 
made and this would then be the indication that a new card should be 
read in so that the position controls could be adjusted. 

Though the basic concept of treating botl\ ends of the shaft from a 
symmetric standpoint has certain advantages; t.here are certain obvious 
disadvantages . It is likely that certain of the characteristics oannot 
occur on either end, but only on the opposite pulley end for example. 
This might enable us to eliminate certain machines along the line . In 
addition, of course, the number of single extension shafts which occur 
in the business is quite substantial, and to have two complete sets of 
equipment for the 50 percent or so of our double extension shafts does 
not seem too realistic. A core ept therefore which might reduce the 
cost considerably would be to re-cycle the double extension shafts 
through reversing their position and having the same machines perform 
the flat milling operations and turn- down operations on the second ex
tension (opposite pulley end) after the pulley end extension was ma
chined. This would in all likelihood result in a reduction of equipment 
cost of something over $100,000. 
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The total cost of the position boxes suggested here is something in 
the order of $100,000. It was estimated that there are approximately 
120 positions which need to be controlled and on a mass production basis 
would cost about $700 to $800 per position box. This looks like a fruitful 
area for cost reduction with two major approaches . One possibility 
would be to directly control the motion itself instead of having a separate 
stop OIl limit. This in effect, reproduces equipment which is already in 
existence for producing the motion in the first place . If the motion itself 
were to be controlled then it would be necessary to measure continuously 
the actual status of the movement to compare this measurement to a 
standard and stop the motion when the comparison reached a zero point. 
Another different concept for reducing the cost would be to simplify the 
physical equipment needed for positiOning and replace it with electronic 
gear which would remember the limit position, in effect setting up a 
small closed loop right at the machine itself . One interesting thought 
that came up in this regard was the possibility of having a multiple read
ing device, each station of which would correspond to one of these sta
tions of the shop. Each reading device would be so designed as to read 
only that information which was necessary to the operation of the par
ticular station to which it corresponded. The punched card would follow 
the first part through. The demand for the next card would occur only 
when the counter had reached a certain maximum quantity indicating 
that the proper number of parts had been produced. The card would go 
right straight through to a final hopper; it would not be controlled in the 
intermediate station but would pass through one station to another as the 
line was indexed. In effect the reading stations would be an analog of the 
physical factory . Cards would have an advantage in this application since 
the space between cards could be stretched or lengthened depending upon 
the quantity involved. 

The question was asked if by using a two shaft at a time plan in
stead of a four shaft at a time plan significant savings could be made in 
the total cost of the equipment. It was indicated the savings would not be 
high but would probably be no more than 15 to 20 percent of the total 
system cost . 

The capacity (30,000 per week on a 5 day - 1 shift basis) was ex
cessive for the demands that are forseen for the particular motor, and 
therefore some exploration should be given as to whether there are not 
better solutions that would be available for a smaller capacity plant. The 
initial stations in the line looked good and the only major suggestions 
there were in terms of adding a straightening operation ahead of the cut 
to length operation. 

Allin all, the report by Engineering Service, Inc . was most com
prehensive and complete and by having noted each of the motions they 
were trying to control they did a very thorough job. In the main part of 
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the line, the major important changes that could be made might include 
elimination of the following operations: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15, 16, and 17. 
Each of these operations seems to be done on a very small percentage of 
the total shafts produced and might well be eliminated through Market
ing co-operation. There are other operations which have some likeli
hood of being eliminated through effective, integrated planning. These 
include operations: 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. 

It seems to me, in colclusion, that the total cost of the system 
might be significantly reduced from the proposed $350,000 to a figure 
more in the range of $150,000 by effective co-operation and by new 
concept work on the re-cycling of double extension shafts . 

One other idea on shafts which was suggested by Mr. A. C. Close 
concerned producing standard segments of the various elements which 
make up a shaft and then putting these together to prepare the specific 
shaft required. The segments would consist of: flat, extensions, oil 
grooves, center sections, and possibly neck down or internal flat seg
ments. A careful standardization of a relatively few different parts 
could by combination, make any shaft required. The difficulty, of 
course, lies in how to put these together and whether or not any signi
ficant savings would be made . It was suggested that a glued shaft or 
a force fit concept might be quite feasible since the total torques are 
not very high. However, this would require more material than the 
present process and might not be as economical. 
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SHELL 

When Schaeffer Tool and Die' s representative presented the stator 
winding proposru. it was also suggested that the shell might well be con- . 
structed from a pierced metal frame . By piercing and then expanding 
the metal one might get a shell equal in strength to the present one while 
still not leaving any openings so large that it would allow a person's fin
ger to enter. This seems like a reasonable suggestion and should prob
ably be investigated further . 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

When the Arlin Products representative presented the stator wind
ing proposal~ certain questions concerning the rest of the product were 
raised to see if he had any other particular ideas which might be appli
cable . He suggested, for example, that for the shaft similar grinding 
operations were already being controlled with one of their standard built 
machines. He felt that the cost qf the control and feed back equipment, 
would run in the order of $12, 000. Much of this equipment though (about 
$3000 worth) has to do with the orientation of the shaft and if an oriented 
part could be presented to the machine, the cost would be dropped to ':the 
$8000 range . This machine would directly correspond to what was being 
required in the Engineering Service, Inc . study. He felt that the oil 
slingers offered an obvious screw machine control opportunity. The 
sensing as to whether or not the oil groove exists can be done with an air 
device; punchings can be orientated automatically if they are randomly 
stacked, and positioned at the rate of about one per second. The meter
ing operation on punchings is one which they are doing on either a quan
tative or a displacement basis . The automatic printing of information 
nameplates is an operation which they are doing on automobile pistons. 
It was also suggested that the insulation pieces be made directly at the 
winding machine and that this, even though still made of paper, would be 
a substantial advantage . 
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PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION AREA 

Mark Grenier 

March 17 , 1957 

The object of the Physical Transformation or "Making Oper
ations" Study waS to determine to what degree the manufacturing 
equipment and related business functions could be economically 
upgraded into automatic areas . 

The basic approach taken was to determine the needs of the 
business as dictated by the product requirements. As a result, 
the plan called first for getting acquainted with the business and 
the product. This was the "What is now being done" phase. 

The area of investigation called for a study of the informa
tion and process flow pattern, as well as a detailed analysis of 
the parts characteristics . 

In addition to getting to know the product and processes, it 
was decided to get outside engineering work done in developing 
a complete automatic system for processing the shaft and per 
forming the coil winding operation . . 

The information and proc es s flow charts were simply a sy
stematic plot of the flow of information and operations which take 
place in the processing of a part or assembly. 

The pi'rts characteristic study consisted of an analysis of 
all drawing numbers for a given part or assembly and separating 
the physical characteristics into fixed and variabll' categories. 
This type of arrangement establishe d the full range of dimen
sions and incremental variations. In addition to providing a 
better understanding of the product make-up, it is intended that 
this information will be us eful in the future in the actual design 
of the manufacturing equipment. 

As of the conclusion of the Project, the following parts and 
assemblies were covered : 
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1. Shaft 
2. Rotor Core 
3. Rotor Assembly 
4. Stator Core 
5. Stator Winding 
6. Lead and Cord 

Simultaneously with the get acquainted phase of work. it 
was deemed necessary to initiate outside engineering studies 
on two key processes of the make operation. It was felt that 
such conceptual system studies might be valuable in gaining 
a new insight into the methods involved. The key processes 
selected were: 

1. Shaft Processing 
2. Stator Core - Coil Winding Proc ess 

To perform the outside engineering studies. the following 
engineering firms were selected: 

1. Engineering Services. Inc. 
D etroit 19. Michigan 

2. Sheaffer Tool and Di e 
Fort Madison. Iowa 

3. Multra Engineering 
Stamford. Connecticut 

4. Arlin Products 
Detroit. Michigan 

Shaft 

Coil Winding 

Coil Winding 

Coil Winding 

Complete reports on the engineering studies performed by the above 
firms are available. 

The process and parts characteristics studies were designed to 
serve as a base of examination for the " why" phase so that logical 
improvements could be evolved . The information tabulate d in the 
product structure proved that there was a logical relationship and 
pattern for most cases; and as a result. this information could be 
us ed to extreme advantage in planning automatic set-up and contol 
of equipment. 
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In the outside engineering studies, positive gains were 
made in the form of product design recommendations and 
processing points; in addition, there were excellent examples 
of the penalties incurred when some of the present product 
requirements and methods are extended into an automatic 
line without economic consideration or product re-evaluations. 

During the weeks of data collection, discussion was en
couraged on the over - all aspects of the manufacturing equip
ment problem. Some of these general topics were: 

Control: 

The question of over-all system control basically is 
centralized control vs . decentralized line or unit control. 
The former could take the forrn of a central computer di
recting programming information to the over - all system. 
This information would consist of work scheduling, setup 
instructions, machine cycle information and feedback infor
mation. In the alternative case, decentralized line control, 
the controlling action would take place independently of the 
other systems. It would appear that the centrali zed control 
woul d be a logical evolution from decentralized control. 

System Design: 

In order to vary cycle times and cushion against system 
failures due to failures of individual units, in-process buffers 
will probably be necessary. To determine how much buffer 
stock is needed, it would seem desirable to simulate factory 
operations by a dynamic computer model to test operating 
conditions and their effects. Work of this nature is being 
carried out in similar cases with good success . 

Machine Design: 

The area of machine design presents a number of impor
tant points. Some of thes e points are: 
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Variable Speed Control vs. Fixed Speed; 
Automatic Set/Up vs. Manual Change; 
Positioning Contro l Path vs. Point Control; 
Performance Life Design; 
Maintenance, Standardization, Automatic Adjustment 

Philosophy of System Design: 

The proper sequence of steps for good system design are 
unfortunately not always intuitively obvious. Of the number 
of approaches possible, one approach would be to accept exist
ing product designs and processes as they largely exist today 
and build equipment around them. Although this does have 
many recommending features it may not solve the problem. 
Possibly a better approach will be directed more specifically 
at a change where it can be justified. This latter philosophy 
would discount change for change'S sake but on the other hand 
would encourage change aimed at optimum economic advantage. 

Although nothing can be definit e ly resolved in a general discussion 
of such topics as this, it seems important to be aware of them in a 
large project so that they may be considered at the proper time. 
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FRAME 39 SYSTEMS PROJECT 

QUALITY CONTROL STUDY 

OBJECTIVE: 

A thorough under s".e,nd:,ng of 1:>o~h produ(', ~ and pro(',es$ measurements 
and their relationships to process control, product design and 
product quality. 

APPROACH: 

General: Each of the "specific studies" listed below "ere per
formed in the following manner: 

1. Review available forms and reports and complete a 
brief survey of the activity to be studied by inter
viewing the supervisor. 

2. Plan the information gathering phase and make a time 
schedule for the study. 

3. Process chart the information flow using the chart-
ing techniques specified for the project, if applicable. 
Keep a record of date, interviewing time, person inter
viewed, charting time, and planning time. 

4. Review the data gathered and replan if necessary. 

SpeCific: In order to present a more concise and descriptive 
picture of the Quality Control function, the study was divided 
into the following sub-studies: 

1. Quality 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Control Engineering 
Inspection and test planning 
AnalYSis of Inspection reports 
Quality audits 
Analysis of customer complaints 

2. Product and Process Measurements 

3. Manufact uring Loss Control Study 

4. Inspection and Test 
(a) Material identification 
(b) Color system for gage checking periods 
(c) Calibration of instruments and meters 
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SUHMARY OF QUALITY CONTROL STUDY TIME: 

A total of approximately 327 hours were spent in planning 
and compiling the Quality Control Study. This total time 
may be broken down as follows: 

Planni ng 
Interviews 
Meetings 
Charting 

Total 

Hrs. 
27 

150 
18 

132 
327 

% of 
Total 

8 
46 

6 
40 

100 

or by total time for each phase of the study: 

Quality Control Engineering 
Product and Process Measurements 
Manufacturing Loss Control 
Inspection and Test 

Total 

Krs. 
138 
145 

15 
29 

327 

7. of 
Total 

42 
44 

5 
9 

100 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON STUDIES: 

1. The report on Analysis of Inspection Reports shows that 
pertinent inspection informat ion is being collected and 
processed with modern data processing eqoipment. Feedback 
of information to the Quality Control Specialist is prompt; 
however, the report indicates that this information reaches 
the Shop Foremen only after an analysis has been made by 
the Quality Control Supervisor. This may be several days 
later. Advantages of getting original information directly 
to Foreman might be investigate:!,. 

2. 

It might a lso be an advant age to keep control charts on 
certain specific i t ems so trends could be followed more 
accurately than is possible by noting percentages for indi
vidual days. It is difficult to keep a point of reference 
in mind. 

The Produc t Quality Auditing funct i on appears to be very 
thorough in checking on such items as inspector accuracy and 
adherence to procedures and standards. The report refers to 
inspection data points as being those activities that are 
audited. If this does not include test points, we would also 
recommend that these be audited - if not by the same person, 
by some other person qualified to do this work. 

A once per week audit of final product quality seems light 
considering the volume of production. We would also hope 
that this includes operational tests such as heat runs, etc. 
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3. Analysis of customer complaints appear to have all the 
necessary elements, including follow-through, to see that 
correct ive action gave the desired results. 

4. We recommend classifying to ie!' ~.nc" s on quality character
istics as minor, major or cridcsl in regard to the require
ments of both the product and t he pr ocess. In this way, the 
pr:'eve:'l~.i"!E': P~~I)::' +; \,;,,'."~. ~~ J.8.b~ .e ... · ... r ~'?; "',4.:t"e ...... ,e~ . .... ~'R.~ -:1 +- ':te. pOB.i.
tive control of the more imp o!'t~n= quali t y characteristics . 
This classification will a1.so have " n effect on the workers 
producing the material by pointing out where more care should 
be exercised. 

5. The analysis of the produc t and process measurements indicate 
a high inspection content, in some ca ses doing post-process 
sor ting. We would recommend the inves t igation of measurements 
which are now made on a 100% or high percentage basis by 
Quality Assurance personnel , dir ecting the s t udy toward these 
goals: 

(a) Mechanizing the measurement 

(b) Integrating the measurement with the produc
tion process for the operator's use in control 
of the process. 

R. A. Jimmo 
W. H. Lewis 

3/14/56 
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Subject: 39 Frame Systems Project 
Computer Support for Product Engineering 

lNTOODUCTION 

The problem of product engineering 39 Frame induction motors is one of the 
most challen;.;ing to be f ound within the General Electric Company. There are two 
important ,'easons for this f act: first, shaded pole motor technology defies 
rigorous mathematical expression; second, the commercial field is so highly 
competiti ve that the selling price cannot reflect more than a very small amount 
of product engineering expense. 

Whether we consider Product EnBineering as an entity or as a link in the 
integrated manufacturing system, two questions are of particular interest. 

1. Can computer techniques be used to support product 
engineering? 

2 . What are the technical and economic advantages of the use 
of a computer in product engineering? 

Since only a few days were devoted to investigating this general area, the 
answers to these questions cannot be stated without qualification. We have 
simply attempted to scope the problem, consider vurious approaches, and define 
the areas of expected gains. 

POODUCT ENGINEERING FUJ!CTION DEFINED 

The compl ete Product Engineering f W1ction has been excellently process 
charted by Mr. Reynold King. However, for the purposes of this report, 
principal emphasis is placed upon the task of calculating and adjusting the 
physical variables of t he motor such that this motor meets the required 
performance characteris tics. 

Inpllt. The following parameters represent information I'Ihich must be specified 
to define the motor: 

Voltage 
Speed or s peeds 
Torque at rated speed (or torque at 

fan operating speeds) 
Minimum allowable efficiency 
Minimum dip torque ratio 
Direction of rotation (or reversible) 
Allowable temperature rise 

All of t he above items are not always specified by the customer, and under 
certain circumstances the value will be established by the engineer, marketing, 
or industry standards. 

Physical Variables. In order to obtain desired motor performance, the engineer 
manipulates many physical variables. Due to the interdependence of these 
variables, the t ask of actua lly designing a motor is an iterative procedure. 
The following list contains several it ems which are normally considered constants; 
however, each is truly a variable, and ideally we would knO\' the quantitative 
relationship of its influence upon the motor's characteristics. 
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Nwnber of poles 
Stack height 
Stator winding turns per pole 
Stator winding wire size 
Rotor bar size and bar material 
Rotor end ring 
Rotor skew 
Shading coil conductor size 
Shading coil conductor span 
Pole chamfer 
Length of air gap 
Maenetic material and punching thickness 

Except for the first five of the above items, these variables are normally 
fixed by design engineering for a given motor line. 

Characteristics . After establishing the specification of each of the physical 
variables, the product engineer must determine the following characteristics: 

Speed ~ torgue curve (at least at points of 
ra t ed, breakdown, dip, starting). 

Stator winding full load amperes 
Watts loss 
Efficiency 
Dip torque ratio 
Stator winding resistance 
Power factor 
Reactor speed control data 
Temperature rise 
Overload device required 
Weight s 

The specification of each of the physical variables and the determination 
of the resulting motor character istics defines the product engineering f unction 
as considered in this report. 

COMPUTER SUPPORT 

A careful study of the process chart prepared by Mr. King r eveal s that the 
existing procedure of product engineering can be. conveniently pr ogr ammed for a 
computer. However. since this existing procedure utilizes the s traight-forward 
method of ratioing against t ested r efer ence models , it is very doubtful that a 
mechanization of the procedure would offer either t echnical or economic gains. 
The only just ification for such mec hanj zation would be t o allow product 
engineering to provide the r equired liru< in a fully integr ated data proces sing 
system. 

It is of much more interest to consider what new methods of calculation are 
available through a high speed computer. If new methods do present themselves, 
it is possible that the t echnical and economic gains usually associated with 
data processing can be r eali zed. 

Two possible approaches to the electro-magnetic design are feasible. 
The fi rs t is the equivalent circuit presently being developed at Ft. Wayne 
for t he shaded pole motor. The second is the ext ensive collection of test data 
for the purpose of writing emperical formulae (this also is r eceiving close 
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attention at Ft. Wayne). Either approach wo uld add considerably to the 
technological understanding of the motor and wo uld result in closer control of 
product quality. However, again it is hi r,h1y probable tha t mechanization of 
the procedure would be justified only "hen complete integrated data processing 
Vias the objective. (An extremely complex equivalent circuit could change this 
statement. ) 

Of considerably greater potential gain is a computer program to determine 
the temperature rise. While good methods of heat transfer calculation exist 
for motors , these methods are extremely complex and time consuming Vlhen 
attempted by hand. A digital computer motor design program using any appropriate 
e1ectro-mechanical procedure but using also a fairly accurate calculation of 
temperature rise would do several things: 

1. Lower the cost. Due to the fact that temperature 
rise calculations are not made at present, and due 
to the absence of accurate heat run data, there can 
be little doubt that an excessive amount of material 
must be engineered i nto the product in order to insure 
against test f ailures. 

2. Improve pr'oduct quality. Heat transfer is an extremely 
deceptive field, and often the best of judgement is not 
correct. It is possible that some motors are operating 
above standard temperatures. 

3. Close the loop of design procedure. Design of electrical 
machinery is normally an iterative process of adjusting 
variables to obtain the optimal compromise bet\'leen electro
mechanical charac t eristics and thermal properties. With no 
method available to determine temperature rise, the designer 
cannot take advantage of refinements in the electro-magnetic 
formulation Vlhich might normally indicate possible savings in 
material. 

The heat transfer problem is not one which will be solved readily by 
empirical data. The difficulties of measuring temperature rises in test are well 
known, and ar'e compounded by the fact that the customer' s actual installation 
can seldom be duplicated . 

It "'ould appear that the first step te"lard a solution of the thermal 
problem Vlould be the setting of NEMA or ASA standards for heat runs. If the 
allowable temperature rise could be stated for a well defined set of conditions, 
one of several analytical approaches could be used to give reasonably accurate 
results. These approaches woul.d be lengthy and undesirable as parts of hand 
procedLlres, but the computer progr am wo uld be completely practica l. 

In beginning the actual heat trans fer study preparatory to writing a 
computer program, reference should be made t o the following: 

D~F-56-MC-3 and DQF-56-MC-8 discLlss the uses of computers 
in solving and reducing the equivalent thermal circuit 
for indLlction motors. 

Solution of Transcient and Steady State Temperature 
Distribution Problems on the IBM-704. This is a 
memorandum by J. M. Butler of Turbine-Generator 
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Engineer ing . 

No attempt Vlill be made here to detail th e probable computer program 
which would mechanize product enGineering. At this time it should be 
sufficient to establish the S6 facts: 

1. Without a hea t transfer calculation, the program 
becomes one of solving equations with little reiteration. 

2. Wi th a heat transfer calculation included,the program 
becomes an iterative process (one for which a digital 
comput.er is ideally suited). 

3. In either case, it is likely that empirical equations 
vlill be completely satisfactory for the success of the 
program, and I would like to suggest that work towards 
obtaininG theBe equations be increased. 

CONCLUSION 

Several approGches to the electro-magnetic design of sha ded pole induction 
motors are capable of being p rogrammed conveniently for a computer. However, 
such programs Vlo<lld offer little technical or economic advantage unless they 
also included a r easonably accura te temper'ature rise calc<llation. Presently 
known methods of determining heat transfer in rotating machinery are too complex 
to be justified in a hand calculation for 39 Frame motors. However, the 
potential gains offered by such a calculation can be r ealized by the <l se of 
a computer. 

Without adequate standards for hea t run conditions, the 39 Frame mot or 
engineer has little opportunity to t ake advantage of design ability in working 
toward optimum specification of the physical variables. Similarly, the absence 
of thermal standards will limit the effectiveness of any computer program. 

D. M. Bouton 
Systems Engineer 
Computer Department 
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SECOND REPORT ON SPECIALTY MOTOR MANUFACTURING 

SUBJECT. lliE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR (AS SEEN IN "56") 

INTRODUCTION 
This report is basically concexned with motor design for manufacture. It sum
marizes and shakes down much of the work now in development to set a definite 
pattern and to define an ultimate goal, where possible. The basic considera
tion is of shell type motors. An additional consideration of chemical process 
(glued) motors is made. In each case the motor is considerec.l. a part at a 
tim~ and then on an overall basis. 

SHAFT 
The ultimate is a centerless ground straight thru shaft because such a shaft: 

a. Has the J.owest material cost 
b. Has the lowest manufacturing cost 
c. Can be made most accurately, if straightened on a Kane & Roach 

before grinding. 
d. Requires the lowest total equipment cost, if equipment utiliza

tion is high. 

The shaft should be grooved for reversible rotation, so that a single manu
facturing set up and procedure can be used for all flanges. 

The lengths of shafts and flats should be standardized for minimum set up 
and JiJrucimum machine capacity. These lengths must be within some established 
machine capability. 

ROTOR AND STATOR LAMINATIONS 
The laminations should be designed to be punched to size in a scrapless die, 
because this will yield: 

a. The lowest material cost 
b. The lowes t manufacturing cost 
c. The lowest equipment cost 
d. The mos t accurate punchings 

The use of scrapless dies makes necessary four small flats at 90 degrees 
on the sides of the punching. The stator to shell holding power is not 
impaired, since the stator i s secured by the araldi te dip as well as the 
press fit. 

ROTOR CASTING AND FINISHING 
The rotor must be of a closed Blot design to eliminate turning the O.D. Also, 
the rotor must be cast flashless and sprueless to eliminate turning. 

The rotor may require reaming or bor.ing for shrink fit size on small shaft 
diameters. In a boring operation the rotor would be chucked on the O.D. 
so that the boring operation would be: 

a. Faster than O.D. turning 
b. More concentric than O.D. turning 
c. More accurate i n diameter and straighter than reaming 
d. Not as fast as reaming 
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THE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR CONT: 

ROTOR SPIRAL 
To accurately s~iral a stack of rotor punchings is a difficult manufacturing 
achievement. The greater the spiral, the more difficult the achievement of 
an acceptable spiral becomes and the more variable the motor performance 
becomes even with rotors within acceptable sp1ral limits. No good method has 
been conceived to mechanically achieve a very high rotor spiral . They must 
be made by hand. 

ROTOR SLOT FOR SHADED POLE 
The most logical standardization would seem to be two rotor punchings. One 
small slot punching for high start torque multi-speed motors and one large 
slot punching for high efficiency motors. If a compromise is attempted, 
the standard will probably break down into three or more rotor slot sizes. 

ROTOR SHAFT ASSEMBLY 
The rotor . should be taken directly form anneal and shrink fitted on the shaft. 
The anneal temperature should be between 900 and 1000 degrees F. After the 
rotor is fitted to the shaft, it should be quenched as soon as possible. 

The shrink fit calculation can be from as high as 800 degrees F. Assembly 
of small diameter shafts may require the shaft to be rapidly pressed or shot 
into the rotor rather than the rotor to be dropped on the shaft,. This wiD, 
prevent the shaft from expanding during assembly. 

OIL THROWERS 
The cost of screw machined steel oil throwers is excessive. Oil throwers must 
be of aluminum, unless they are single edge and high quantity. In this case 
they may be cold forged. A process may be worked out to cold forge double 
edge steel oil throwers. It is being worked on. 

STATOR CORE CONSTRUCTION 
Keyed stator construction should be used because it is: 

a. The strongest construction 
b. The most trouble-free construction 
c. The most economical construction 
d. The most readily mechanized construction 

Keyed construction is not applicable to excessively thin stator yoke design 
because it sets up some stresses ~hen the keys are flattened. 

Riveted stator construction yields poor quality and high rejection on large 
cores and, particularly, on long cores. This is because the LID of the rivet 
and hole are inherently such that the rivet will buckle in the stator hole 
and distort the core. Also, there must remain some clearance between the 
rivet and the hole, which means that friction is the only force which retains 
the laminations in alignment. For low mass cores with low LID rivets, riveted 
construction is very successful. 
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THE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR CONT: 

STATOR CORE INSULATION 
IntegraJ. insulation should be used on the stator core. This means that the 
windings must be redesigned both to take advantage of integraJ. insulation 
and to make allowances for it. The winding machines must be retooled to 
clear the in'Cegral ~mj'tlla'Cion wherever 1 t interferes and conventional insu
lation does not, such as, between the stator teeth or pole tips. 

SHADING COlLs ON SHADED POLE MOTORS 
Solid shading coil!! will be insulated and automatically inserted. Shading 
coil insulation is imperative for unifonn motor performance. Automatic 
insertion requires that the punching be designed for straight shading coil 
entrance. This indicates a chamfered pole tip rather than a reluctance 
slot punching. The reluctance slot punching makes shading coil insertion 
very costly. All shaded pole punchings, whether chamfered or not, should 
be designed for straight shading coil entrance, if low cost shading coil 
assembly is to be achieved. 

Wound shading coils for reversible motors will be insulated with heavy tape 
which serves two purposes; 

One, it holds the coil "together during the winding operation. 
Two, it serves as a ground insulation. 

No other system offers one part or materiaJ. for both purposes. The heavy 
"tape insulated coils will be automaticaJ.ly glued into the slots, so that 
they will not move into the bore or axially, when handling or winding. 
This is an important and necessary step in assembly, because it overcomes 
the need for two end turn fibers. One end fiber will be used to insulate 
the shading coil crossover from the main winding. Competitive motors use 
no end fibers. End fibers are expensive from a materiaJ. standpoint, but 
they cost even more to handle . 

AUTOMATIC AND SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHELL MAKING 
The 39 Frame shell making system represents the most economical high pro
duction automatic syatP.Jn for making shells . The 39 Frame system is not 
completely automatic like t he originaJ. Fonn G system, but it is more 
economicaJ. from an overall s tandpoint for quantities over 18,000 in 80 hours. 

The '29 Frame system will be l esa automatic than the 39 Frame system, but 
it will be more economical for quantities of between 10,000 and 18,000 
shells in 80 hours. The 29 Frame system requires somewhat lower investment 
and a slight increase in labor cost. 

The roll and weld to size without expanding or turning process should be 
used if it proves Successful. in DeKalb. This process may work out for long 
motors but 10t for short motors. In any event, it should be used to the 
greatest extent possible whenever it proves usable. 
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THE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR CONT: 

END FLANGE MATERIAL 
The choice between steel and aluminum depends on the design requirement , which 
in t urn depends on the application. The first choice is steel, provided a 
steel flange can be designed as a single piece with very little or no machin
ing required. 

Steel is many times more expensive to machine than aluminum. A relatively 
small amount of steel machining will run the equipment investment and the 
labor cost so high that aluminum will be less expensive. If a flange 
design in steel is such that more than one piece is required for the basic 
structure , t he cost becomes questionable, because of the handling labor. 
A very small piece generally costs just as much to handle as a very large 
piece. Thus, a two piece flange probably requires more than twice as much 
labor as a single piece flange, even if one piece is only a sleeve or a cup. 

Where aluminum is used, it should be designed to accommodate all functions, 
so that the only machining is the bearing hole. The die cast material should 
be used as the bearing with no insert. Such construction with end oiling 
seems to be proving satisfactory .from recent life tests and is a major s t ep 
ahead in aluminum flange design. 

END FLANGE DESIGN 
In all flange designs, an unmachined rabbet should be designed. With the 
proper design and manufacturing technique, an unmachined rabbet produces 
a better quality assembly than a machined rabbet and, of course, costs 
much less. 

In the steel flange, the design should be such that the complete flange 
can be made in one die. The sizing operations should be incorporated 
within the die. The only finish operation should be t he finish boring of the 
pressed in bearing insert .• 

All bearing cups, caps, washers, packing parts and the cushion ring should 
be designed and worked out with Manufacturing, so that all assembly can be 
accomplished by stacking the parts up and pressing the stack together with 
one stroke. This means the f l ange should not have to be turned over for 
assembly. 

The bearings should have washer type wicks, which lubricate both the sleeve 
bearing and the thrust bearing, serve as end bump absorbers and make possible 
single end adjustment for motor assembly. 

All cups and caps should be press fit with a solid gasket for lowest cost 
assembly. 

All oilers should be punched holes, cast in holes at parting line, or if 
absolutely necessary, drilled no more than 0.2 inch. Oil tubes, if absolutely 
required, should be assembled with a single motion and should be snapped or 
crimped in place. Oil holes and tubes should be such that the com21ete flange 
assembl y can be done in one station at one time and with one handling. 

The flange design should be such that its assembly on the motor can be per
formed in a single straight motion. The flange design should not complicate 
the motor assembly by requiring subsequent flange assemblies after motor 
assembly. 
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THE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR CONT: 

MOTOR ASSEMBLY 
The motor design must be such that the motor can be assembled from one end 
toward the other without being turned over. This makes low assembly labor 
possible through proper fixtures or semi-automatic assembly. The motor design 
must be such that there is a basic unchangeable pattern to the steps in assembly. 
The application flexibility must be obtained by additions to this basic pattern, 
never by changes in the pattern. If basic assembly pattern changes are made, 
they must be made across the board, so that a new basic pattern is established. 
In this case the assembly equipment must be changed to accommodate the new 
pattern. 

Motor end:play should be set by adjusting the shaft shoulder in motor assembly. 
This adjustment can compensate for all the tolerance build-ups in the motor, 
except those in one flange. The adjustment can be done automatically. This 
is the simplest and lowest cost method of end play adjustment at this time . 

The flange thrust bearing and the felt parts must not be too loose radially, 
because the shaft must slide t hrough the thrust washer, felt, bearing and 
thrower in a smooth single motion. Hand location could double the assembly 
labor. 

The flanges should not be too tight a fit in the shell. In the 39 Frame a 
large percentage of tight motors resulted from excessive flange interference 
in the borematic and t he shell. This interference caused the flanges to 
spring sll.ghtly. 

The clampbolt nuts should be square for ease in handling and locating. 

The motor leads should be reasonably short. If long leads are required, a 
plug in at the motor should be developed. To be economical, the plug in 
must be capable of going through stator treatment. Any assembly after treat
ment is too costly. 

MOTOR FINISH 
Motors which go inside customer's enclosure should use the araldi te treat
ment as a shell finish and the aluminum flanges should be left unfinished. 
The end caps should be plated, sprayed or araldite di:pped, whichever is 
lower cost and works with Dewey Almy. Steel flanges can be araldi te dipped 
or plated before bearing assembly. Any motor, 'Which must be painted, must 
be painted as a motor and not as parts. 

GENERAL PHILOSOPHY OF ULTIMATE SHELL MOTOR 
1. A minimum of machining operations. Example (bearing bore and shaft cut off 

only) . 
2. A maximum of punch press operations. 
3. Each part made complete and ready for assembly or sub-assembly in one 

sequential line of operations. 
Example (laminations, shells, shafts and flanges). 

4. All windings connectionless with coil wires to plug. 
5. No metal cutting or forming operations of any kind on sub-assemblies 

or assemblies . 
6. All sub-assemblies and assemblies by press, snap or bend. 
7. All sub-assemblies and assemblies such that operator care and skill are not 

required. Care and skill should be built in the machine not the operator. 
FollOwing this general philosophy great.ly increases the possibility of an 
automatic factory. 
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SECOND REPORT ON SPECIALTY MOTOR MANUFACTURING 

.THE ULTIMATE INDUCTION MOTOR CONT: 

CHEMICAL PROCESS MOTOR OR GLUED MOTOR 
Here the above discussion applies to all parts, except, the shell and flanges . 
The shell and flanges are replaced by two brackets. The brackets should be of 
Ateel. unl.esp compl.eJd. ty of' beF.l,1.'j.ngp. gnd/ 01.' ", ~p,tomer' 8 mounti.ng , connections, 
etc., dictate die casting to reduce the number of parts . 

*1 Air Gap Spacing 
1 . The development of a wax shim of air gap thickness, which can be 

applied to the rotor or stator and will melt out during t he chemical 
assembly process has been adequately successful for pilot operation. 

2 . With the wax shim applied to either the rotor or stator, the rotor 
and stator assembly is held in a vertical position in the assembly 
fixture. 

3. A fixture has been built, which will hold the rotor and stator 
e.ssembly in such a manner that no cocking force is applied to the 
bearings in the end brackets. 

*11 Bracket Gluing 

III 

1 . The system of bracket gluing thru holes in the bracket has been 
developed to a point satisfactory for pilot operation . Satisfactory 
equipment and glue is now available for purchase. 

2. Gluing thru holes in the bracket is not satisfactory for some lines 
of motors with very short stator stackings, because the overlap of 
the bracket on the stator is not long enough to provide an adequate 
spread of the glue between the bracket and the stator. 

3. A new bracket gluing process is being developed for short stack 
stator motors. The present concept is to make this process similar 
to the operation of the Dewey Almy machine. 

Basic 
1-
2. 

Advantages of the Chemical Process Motor 
More economical square or rect angular punchings can be used. 
Less space per HP is required in one diametral dimension. 

*IV Basic Disadvantage 
Fairly costly process equipment is required to get a reasonable cost. 

V General Comments 
1 . The chemical process motor is not inherently lower cost than the 

ultimate shell motor. 
2. There are many places where it has advantages over a shell motor, 

but it has no across-the-board advantage. 

VI A detailed report on this subject is available 

*Changed 
L . W. Wightman 

( Rev. 3/14/57 ) 
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Miscellaneous 

This section includes several brief papers describing various as
pects of the Project ; including: 

a. Original time schedule for the Project; 

b. History of the Project, through March 15, 1957; 

c. Time and cost summaries of the Project, through February 22, 
1957; 

d. Definition of types of Department personnel used on the Project; 

e. A brief di,scussion of an idea on a universal sample motor; 

f. A "brainstorming" type analysis of market potential, product 
leadership, possible design variations and cost characteristics; 

g. A brief discussion on how to study the sociological impact of 
automation; 

h. A list of periodicals and books used by the Project. 
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ORIGINAL TIME SCHEDULE FOR THE PROJECT 

August 1 to October 15 

October 15 

February 15 

February 15 to June 1 

June 1 to December 31 

1958 - 1959 

January,1958 to 
Spring 1959 

Sununer, 1958 

Fall, 1959 to Sununer, 1961 

Initial planning and organization 
of stu~. 

Begin data gathering and process 
charting. 

Complete the data gathering. 

Analysis of data and decision 
areas. 

Conceptual design of the new system. 

Review conceptual design with 
Department Management. 

Design of new system and preparation 
of a technologically and economically 
feasible proposal. 

Present plans to Department and 
Company Management. Submit Appro
priation Request; request authority 
to proceed with implementation. 

Assuming approval of plans, imple
mentation of the first phase of new 
system; initial equipment installed 
and working. 

Begin discussions of plans with manage
ment of other Departments , to inform 
them of this approach to automation. 

Completion of implementation of new 
system; all components installed 
and working. 
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PROJECT: 

June , 1955 

September, 1955 

December, 1955 

March-June, 1956 

July, 1956 

Project originally conceived as an integrated factory-office 
automation project. 

Proposal for performing the Project presented t o 
Manufacturing Services Management. 

Presents,tion of Project concept and plans to other functional 
Services, sol iciting their participation. 

Interviewing the Managements of Candidate Departments, 
where the Project could be performed. 

Selection of Specialty Component Motor Department, as, 
place where study wou1~ be conducted. 

August 6-10, 1956 Development of long range plans for Project, by Manufacturing 
Services personnel , SCM Department representatives and 
consultant. 

August 13-17,1956 Development of initial plans for data gathering phase 
and beginning of data gathering in Fort Wayne. Beginning 
of development of information process charting technique. 

September 13 & 14 Finali zed plans for data gathering phase. 

October 1-5, 1956 Presentation of course on electronic data processing for 
SCM Department Management and Project team members from 
all functions. 

October 8 on 

November 1, 1956 

November 15 on 

Data gathering activities in the Manufacturing area built 
up rapidly. 

Meeting with Section Managers, SCM Department i nitiating 
active participation of other four funct ional are~. 

Data gathering activities in other functional areas 
built up rapidly. Participation by other functional 
Services and other "outside: consultant began. 

Weekly Planning Meetings began (on Tuesda;ys) for all 
Senior Analysts. 

Weekly Progress Meetings began (on Thursdays) for 
all Project team members. 

November 27, 1956 Presentation of Project plans and progress to Integrated 
Procedures CounCil, at Fort Wayne. 

December 13, 1956 Second major meeting with Sectional Managers SCM Department. 
Project objectives and methods discussed and clarified. 

February 15, 1957 Concluaion of Data Gathering l'b.6.'ll.3 wi th the Specialty 
Component Motor Department. 

March 15, 1957 Completion of Summary Report on Project objectives , 
techni ques and idees. 
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TIME AND COST SUMMARY-SEPT. 1, 1956 - FEB. 22,1957 

SPECIALTY COMPONENT MOTOR DEPARTMENT 

1956 1957 Total 
Acct. Billed Acct. Billed 

Direct Costs 374 to. mfg. Net 374 to. mfg. Net Net 
service service 

Salaries 4987 1973 3014 6803 3713 3090 6104 

Office Equipment 2762 676 2086 -- -- -- 2086 

Tel. , Tel. , & Travel. 1636 1232 404 617 617 -- 404 

Rearrangement 1051 1051 -- 20 20 --
Office Sup. , Tech. 

Servo 936 936 -- 1188 1188 --
Misc . (rent etc . ) 319 47 272 378 26 352 624 

Summary 11691 5915 5776 9006 5564 3442 9218 

Less office equipment which will be applied 2 08~ 

Net direct cost to SCM development n!H! 
< , Diverted Costs hrs. @ $5/hr. ') hrs . @ $5/ hr. 

Employee Relation 175 875 326 1630 

Engineering 468 2340 459 2295 

Marketing 208 1040 60 300 

Finance 600 3000 310 1550 

Manufacturing 720 3600 170 850 

Summary Diverted 
Costs 2171 10855 1325 6625 17480 

Grand Total - all costs -Specialty Component Motor Dept . 24612 



TIME AND COST SUMMARY - MAR. 1, 1956 through FEB. 22, 1957 

SERVICES COMPONENTS 
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DEFINITION OF TYPES OF PERSONNEL TO BE PROVIDED : 

LIAISON MAN 

SENIOR ANALYST 

ANALYSTS 

A high caliber person who know the product and the 
manufacturing problema associated with the product. 
He should show a high level of interest in the 
concept of automation and the use of electronic 
data processing equipment. He will head up the 
Department' s participation in the Project, including 
analysis of data gathered and the design of the new 
system. He will carry a fair share of the adminis
trative responsibilities of the Project and will act 
as a Senior Analys't; for his function. 

A high level operating or staff man, preferably 
at subsection manager level, who will represent 
his function on the Project team. He will super
vise the activities of the Analysts under him. 
He will participate in the analysis of the data 
which has been gathered, and in the design of the 
new system. Abil1 ty to think logically is quite 
important to this work. There should be one 
Senio:r Analyst from each function and Project 
acti vi ties will require about 201> to 751> of his 
time. 

Gemerally, a non-supervisory level person who will 
gather data for the Project. May be MTP, BTC , or 
similar trainees . The work often involves inter
viewing other ampJ oyees and discussing details of 
their jobs. Beyond this human relations aspect, 
t he ability to think logically is quite important. 
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CONCEPT WHICH MAY LEAD TO A UNIVERSAL SAMPLE 

One of the prime difficulties today in developing a more 

efficient method of calculating motor design is the lack of 

effective data concerning how a motor will actually work in the 

customer's application. These difficulties are primarily not 

dimensional, but rather performance characteristic in terms of 

torque, heat, vibration, and noise. To accumulate this data 

we now have an extensive sample building program. When a 

customer requests a new motor from us, we normally build one 

or more samples and actually take them out to the customer's 

plant and run it in his application to observe the operating 

results. lliis process involves the expenditure of time and money 

in the factory since building samples is a special and individ

ually handled process. 

In an effort to obviate the need for this special sample 

building, and in order to speed up the process which may on 

occasion cost US orders, it was suggested that a standard motor 

be built, possibly with variable mountings and with certain ex

ternal variable controls which will permit the motor to perform 

in a number of different ways. For example, there could be an 

external reactor which would produce the effect of a variation 

in the number of ampere-turns in the windings of the motor. 

There should be a method of applying different voltages externally 

through a switching device. '!he heat problem could be analyzed by 

taking temperature readings from the motor and by measuring the 

flow of air over the motor in the application. It's possible 

that some simple devices (such as pitot tubes and thermocouples) 

might be directly attached to the motor to record the air flow 
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CONCEPT WHICH MAY LEAD TO A UNIVERSAL SAMPLE (continued) 

as well as the temperature. The noise frequency might be 

measured through varying the second and third harmonics of the 

field by varying t he speed of t he motor. Tb s imulate t he 

different heating effects in the performance of a smaller 

motor, it might be possible to have heating elements built 

into the shell of the motor itself. Another possibility is 

the testing of the motor as closed or open which would merely 

require that we have some inserts or blocks that could fit 

into the holes in a normally open motor. 

It seems to me that this concept, properly thought through, 

might well provide a design tool which would enable the appli

cations engineer right at the first contact visit or very 

shortly thereafter, to make running tests to show the customer 

specifically what the needs were, to see clearly what his 

performance requirements would be, and to enable us to design 

an optimal motor for the particular application. 
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SYSTEMS PROJECT - 39 FRAME SHADED POLE MOTORS 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON POSSIBLE CHANGES IN FACTORY PROCESSES AND PRODUCT DESIGN 

BY: T. L. STALEY 

Steel for laminations is most economically purchased in coiled lengths 
of sheet material in the width range 36" to 48". The method currently in use 
for production of magnetic core punchings involves slitting 34&" widths into 
six strips 5 5/8" wide and then punching these strips on progressive dies into 
a pair of rotor and stator punchings at each press stroke. This process re
sults in 75~material utilization in terms of a round blank - the size of the 
stator punching outside diameter. 

A method permitting nesting the punchings and overlapping the stator 
outside diameters in the layout on the sheet would reduce the gross amount of 
material required for laminations by l5~ or a little more. It would seem that 
a "C"_Type punch press, equipped with a progressive die, having guide pins only 
at the die end set nearest the back of the "C", could be equipped with a feed
ing device - manipulating the payed-off coil end of sheet 39" wide so that the 
nested and overlapping pattern would be obtained. This would accomplish the 
better material utilization, eliminate the slitting operation, and retain the 
single punching operation feature of the progressive die method. The progres~ 
sive die method would then become more economical than the blank and repunch 
method. 

Examination of financial data shows that in 1956, 37.2~ of the income 
from 39 Frame shaded pole motors sales was spent for direct materials to 
buil d them. This looks quite high when compared to the average of 22.2~ for 
the Specialty Component Motor Department during the three years (1952 to 1954) 
before the 39 Frame became an appreCiable factor in production. 

This observation is perhaps interesting, but of little value unless, it 
prompts finding a way to reduce the amount of material re 'lui red. 1he 39 Frame 
motor is built with windings including all of the magnetic material in each 
pole - in all of the winding turns on that pole. This results in energy losses 
and backward tor'lue components that are high in comparison with the energy 
losses and backward tor'lue components in a machine built with the winding turns 
distributed along the pole face in a manner designed to distribute the magnetic 
flux sinusoidally along that pole face. The s'hading coils remain short cir
cuited during running conditions although their purpose is to obtain starting 
torque, not to improve running operation. The currents circulating in the 
shading coils during running conditions result in energy losses which would not 
be present if a device for open circuiting them upon reaching running conditions 
were provided. 
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It is the writer's estimate, that shaded pole motors could be 
built employing the 30 Frame - 36 slot punching length and would oper
ate at about 50~ energy efficiency at full load compared to 35~ for the 
presently built motors. The main windings would be distributed over 
three coils per pole in six pole motors, and over four coils per pole 
in four pole motors. The shading coils would be wound in the same slots 
as the main windings and would be short circuited and open circuited by 
a switch and centrifUgal mechanism. The switch and centrifugal mechanism 
would be the same as those now used on KH and KC types of 30 frame motors. 
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SOCIOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF AUTOMATION 

The automated plant which could be built as a result of the systems study 
will present some new concepts of management-employee relations. The 
difference between the classes of functions involved in the new system 
and those involved in our present system will probably call for entirely 
new organizational patterns, channels of communication, and types of 
management controls. 

A study of these changes should be made in connection with the systems 
project to facilitate the transition from the system which is in operation 
today to that system which is being designed for the future. 

The results of such a study will be essential to management in carrying through 
this transition. These results will point the way to the type of organization 
which will be most effective in an automated business, the types of people 
re~uired to operate the business, where the people will come from and how 
they can be trained for the new jobs. The study should help management 
achieve the best possible utilization of the abilities of employees and 
develop some means of motivation for these employees. The ~uestion of the 
impact of automation on society and the community, and how to best utilize 
the community, should be answered in this study. Unless these things are 
taken into consideration, the task of the systems project team will not be 
fully accomplished. 

We believe that a study should be made, as part of the systems project, to 
point out the ways in which management can utilize a knowledge of human 
behavior to help achieve the ultimate in an automated operation. 

PROPOSAIS 

A. Initial Investigation 

With the help of the project team members, an identification should 
be made of the classes of functional changes which will take place in 
the move to automation. One 'of the changes should be selected for an 
initial study. This initial study could be made in several areas where 
a similar change has taken place, and the best solutions to the problems 
involved should be noted. Some measure of the responses of employees to 
the change could be devised to help in the sel ection of "best" solutions 
to problems. The results of this initial study should point up the 
effectiveness of utilizing this method. 

B. Enlarging the Study 

If the results of the initial study indicate the validity of this method, 
the study should proceed. A selection should be made, again by the 
project team members of those areas 'of change which will be most signifi
cant. Each area should be studied in a manner similar to the initial study. 

It is expected that from this enlargement of the study will come some 
preliminary plans for employee and community orientation programs,selection 
and training methods, management techni~ues , p~nt plans, organization 
patterns and channels of communication which will be necessary to achieve 
the transition to automation. 
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SUGGESTED PERIODICALS FOR AUTOMATION BACKGROUND 

Automation - Penton Publishing Co. 

Automation Service - R. Hunt Brown 

Automatic Control - Reinhold Publishing Corp. 

Buainetl,. Week - McGr'aw-Hill P(1blitlhi ns Co., Inc . 

Computers and Automation - Berkeley Enterprises Inc. 

Control Engineering - McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. , Inc. 

Data Processing Digest - Canning, Sisson and Associates 

Factory Management And Maintenance - McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 

Flow - Industrial Publishing Group 

Fortune - Time Inc. 

Instruments And Automation - Instruments Publishing Co., Inc . 

Journal of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers 

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery 

Journal of the Institute of Management Sciences 

Journal of the Operations Research Society of America 

Library Service Bulletin - G.E. Co. 

Machine Design - Penton Publi shing Co. 

Programmer, The - Remington Rand 

Publications of the American Standards Association 

Publications of the Bureau of Standards 

Steel - Penton Publishing Co. 

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 

Books --
'.'Electronic Computers and Management Control" -

Kozmetsky and Kircber 

"Electronic Data Processing for Business and Industry" -
Richard Canning 

"Office Automation" - R. Hunt Brown 



SECTION V 

ACTIVITY STUDIES 
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Exhibit I, Page 1 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES - EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Application Routine 

Processing a job applicant from his entrance to the employ
ment office to the beginning of the "engagement routine". Includes 
interviews, aptitude testing, reference checks, medical exam, 
identification picture. 

Employee Benefits 

Processing of insurance claims, initiation of retirement, death 
claims, absence investigation. 

Engagement Routine 

Orientation, engagement sign-up, forms processing and initia
tion of the initial employment folder. 

Personnel Counseling 

Outline of routines and sources of information used in dis
cussion and solution of employee problems. 

Removal Routine 

From the initiation of the removal record to the end of the re
moval process for termination of employment. 

Safety 

The investigation of accidents and resulting preventttlve 
measures. 

Salary Administration 

Additions, transfers, removals, salary changes for salaried 
personnel. 

Suggestions 

Processing of suggestions submitted through the formal 
suggestion plan. 
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Exhibit I, Page 2 

Transfer and Upgrading 

Transfers within a section, between sections or departments 
and transfers involving changes in job grade and lack-of-work 
transfers . 

Wage Administration 

Assignment of rates and codes, reporting of wage informa
tion, evaluation of new jobs for non salaried employees. 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES - FINANCE 

Accounts Payable 

Processing and payment of invoices from external and 
allied works vendors. Computation of transportation charges, 
discounts and billing adjustments. 

Budgets and Measurements 

Data collection, analysis, summary and reports,of 
projected costs and margin. Comparison of results obtained 
with budget and historical data. 

Cost Accounting 

Computation and allocation of manufacturing costs. 
Maintenance of standard data for analysis of variance. Evalua
tion of input and output of inventory . Preparation of forecasts 
of labor, !ME and tool costs . 

Customer Billing 

Render invoices to customers, billing adjustments, 
bill collection scheduling. 

Expense Accounting 

Payroll distribution, !ME reports, balance sheet, 
internal invoices, appropriations, warranty and reserve 
accounting , engineering expense, clearing accounts . 

General and Tax Accounting 

Summary of operations, preparation of financial 
statements, reserves for depreciation, processing and com
puting government, state, and local taxes and company asses
ments . 

Gross Payroll and Timekeeping 

Administration of wage payment plans for hourly 
and piecework labor, record time worked, output and earnings. 
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Exhibit I, Page 5 

Gross to Net Payroll 

Control employee master fUes, employee benefit de
ductions, employee collections. Provide reports of deductions 
and collections to employee, management and government. 

Orders and Sales Accounting 

Account distribution for sales, cost of sales, inventory 
relief. Report taxes accrued and billed from sales, sales and 
cost data for management. Control warehouse and consigned 
stocks. 

• 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES - MANUFACTURING 

Control of Unit Operations and Feedback 

Information flow in foreman-dispatcher-worker rela
tionship. Classification and definition of all control and feed
back information. Progress reporting and expediting. 

Customer Order Processing (Requisition Service) 

Receipt and handling of customer orders, pricing, 
preparation of manufacturing orders, repair and return orders, 
cancellations and renewal parts orders. 

Incoming Material Inspection 

Procedure of inspection, recording of condition or 
quality of incoming material and reports of inspection results 
(may be included in 'Receiving' study). 

Inspection and Testing 

In-process and finished product routines of reporting 
quality levels, disposition of defective material, maintenance of 
test equipment. 

Making Operations 

Actual operations in the physical transformation of raw 
and purchased materials into finished parts and assemblies. 
Production equipment used in these operations. 

Operation and Process Planning 

Translation of new parts requirements into operating 
descriptions and standard times. Provision of labor, materi
als and equipment data for estimating; rework and extra work 
planning; analysis of new part drawings for tool, equipment 
and routing requirements: computing standard time data. 

Plant and Equipment Maintenance 

Procedures for handling work requests for maintenance 
and repair of building, equipment and facilities. Preventive 
maintenance scheduling. Inventory of repair parts and supplies. 
Operation of tool room and janitor service. 
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Exhibit .1, Page 7 

Procurement 

Direct and Expense material ordering routine, Inquiry 
procedure, Quotation analysis, Preparation of purchase order, 
Vendor selection, Otercharge claims, Follow-up, Ip,voice 
checking. 

Product and Process Measurement 

Determination of quality characteristics of parts or 
assemblies; method and frequency of measurement for control 
of product and process quality. 

Production Forecasts and Inventory Planning 

Development of short-range production forecasts 
based on Sales Forecasts and calculation of projected inventory 
balances and turnover ratios. 

Production Control 

Master scheduling, weekly schedules, shipping esti
mates, work vouchers, material requirements determination, 
inventory record maintenance, dispatChing, factory order 
placement, production progress feedback, schedule adjustment. 

Quality Control Engineering 

Manufacturing loss control, inspection and test planning, 
analysis of inspection reports, quality audits, customer com
plaints, quality costs. 

Receiving 

Unloading of inCOming carriers, verification of receipts, 
damage or shortage reports, distribution of materials, re
ceiving reports. 

Salvage and Obsolete Materials 

Receiving materials from manufacturing sections, main
tenance of inventory records, selection of buyer, accumulation 
and shipping of materials. 

Shipping 

Accumulation of finished stock for shipment, release by 
Production, preparation and distribution of shipping documents, 
MiS Log preparation, lOading outgoing carriers. 
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Exhibit I, Page 8 

Stockkeeping 

Maintenance of authorized buffer stocks of work-in
process. Authorization of stock levels. Operation of stockroom 
and stock areas for direct and expense materials. 

Tooling 

Planning, design, ordering, tool room operation, 
Maintenance of dies and fixtures, tool crib operation. 

Traffic 

Incoming and outgoing, determination of carrier and 
route, scheduling, minimum cost, provide required service to 
customer. 

Warehousing 

Stock authorization, replenishment, activity reports 
in factory and district warehouses for finished products and 
renewal parts. 
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Exhibit I, Page 9 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES - MARKETING 

Budget - Net Sales Billed 

Application of market knowledge and experience and com
putations used in the preparation of the NSB budget. 

Cancellation Routine 

Receipt of instruction sheet, cancellation procedure, 
distribution of cancellation notices. 

Customer Inquiry for Quotation 

Acknowledgement, sample aurhorization, analysis of speci-
I 

fications, formal quotation. 

District Request for Information 

Request for performance data, drawings, or delivery in
formation. 

Forecasting 

Application of general market trends, index patterns, sales 
reports and production data for forecasting of department and 
product line sales - short and long range. 

Market Research 

Selection of data for reference material, investigation of 
market condition, use of market surveys and reports to provide 
market data for forecasting and product planning. 

Marketing Plans 

Study of marketing activities, customer potential and pro
jected cost estimate to determine future marketing goals, 
activities and sales plans. 

Product Planning 

Appearance, identification, cataloging, packaging, design 
and performance recommendations for assurance of produClt 
leadership. 
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Product Service 

Complaints, renewal parts quotations, repair and return 
orders, analysis of complaints and failure reports. 

Requisition Pricing 

Use of original quotation, standard cost data, estimated 
price to determine unit selling price of product. Application of 
customer descounts and adjustments to arrive at net price. 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES - EXTERNAL 

These activities will not be studied and charted in .detail but 
are considered as sources and destinations of .information 
flow from and to the 'business' . 

Apparatus Sales Division 

G.E. Management 

G. E. Co. (Other Departments) 

Government (Federal, State, Local) 

Public 

Services (Accounting, Treasury, etc.) 

Vendor (Including Carriers) 

Union 
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SAMPLE , 

COST ACCOUNTING 

SCOPE AND BOUNDARY REPORT 

1. BASIC PURPOSE OF ACTIVITY: 

a . To assure proper allocation of manufacturing costs. 

b. To provide control data for analysis of activity costs . 

c . To evaluate physical inventory . 

d. To pr ovide cost estimates and forecasts . 

2. BOUNDARIES: 

Include all activities normally associated with Cost Accounting. 

3. SCOPE OF STUDY: 

The study includes: 

a . Costing of input and output to inventory . 

(1) Shipments using Mi s and shipping notice procedure . 
(2) Intra- department and interdepartment billing. 

b. Setting new standards for labor, material and overhead. 

c . Development of production costs. 

d. Prepar ation of variance reports . 

e . Costing of physical inventory. 

f . Preparation of budgets . 

g. Prepar ation of for ecasts on direct labor, indirect manu
facturing expenses, tool expenditures and cost variances. 

h. Estimating costs : 

(1
2
) On new products and alternative deSigns . 

( ) For make or. buyuecisions . 



NAME OF ANALYST 

Date Activity 

Total 

* To nearest Man-Hour 

SAMPLE 

SYSTEMS PROJECT 

TIME RECORD SHEET 

Exhibit 3 

WEEK NO. ____ _ 

MAN HOURS SPENT • 
lint v ws Charting Planning Meeting Total 
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SAMPLE 

PROCUREMENT 

REQUESTS FOR MATERIAL 

CD fl-'I''h 

®~-" 
~DIRECTIONS) VENDOR fT·::-======~-~3'NQUIRY C""pO-S-S-'B-L-E-S-O-UR-C-E-"S) 

CSPLI"r' INSTR. ) SELECTION 

6 t!)---,. 
(OIR,MATLp.o,"S) PREPARATION 

OF 
( TOOL 1'\0.11':') PURCH.ORD. 

CD 
(FoLLDW-UP(P.O.~ FOLLOW 

("'KN~I..E06'M'TS) UP 

® +';---'" 
,----:-~ 

(PR.CK,FILE(P.O:S» PR!C E 

(a:ID.DIRECTIONS) CHECKING 

t 

@'---'<.--{ 
QUOT~ ANAL. ( VENDOR QUOTES) 

EN!) SELECT. 

(COMMODITY CODES) 

PROCUREMENT 

The procurement organization provides the link between the vendor 
and the man who desires his product. The main function of Procurement 
begins when the material description, quantity desired and delivery sched
ule is established. When this information is received by the organization; 
the vendor is selected, the purchase order is prepared and sent, and the 
transaction is followed until the material and invoice are received. When 
the price on the invoice has been verified and the material is in the hands 
of the user, the responsibility of Procurement ceases. 
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Exhibit IV, Page 2 

PROCUREMENT 

(1) Requests for material may be in the form of travel 
order cards (for direct materials) R. M. 's (for tools, 
expense materials, furniture, supplies,etc.) letters, 
memos or verbal requests (for miscellaneous materi
als) or in the form of Request for Manufacturing Plant 
Equipment. 

(2) Vendor Selection is made with the use of ordering 
direction cards and vendor split instructions, prepared 
in steps (3), (4) and (5) . These directions include the 
vendor's name and the 'current price for the quantity 
reques~d. 

(3) If (for a new or a low-volume material) ordering . 
directions are not available, an inquiry is sent out to 
each of several possible sources, requesting their quo
tations . 

( 4) When quotations are received, an analysis is made 
on the basis of material price, vendors' reputation for 
quality and service, trade relations and othe~ pertinent 
factors . The vendor is then selected. 

(5) All information regarding future transactions with 
the vendor selected in (4) is then recorded on order 
direction cards and filed for use in step (2). 

(6) When material description, quantity, delivery 
schedule and vendor information are all available, this 
daUt is entered on a purchase order and distribution is 
made to the vendor and copies are fUed for follow-up 
(7) and Price checking (8). 

(7) All contacts with the vendor for the purpose of 
follow-up and expediting are made by procurement per
sonnel who refer to the date the material is required 
and the date the vendor has promised delivery. 

(8) When the material and invoice are received they 
are checked to see that the material corresponds to 
what was ordered and that the price is that which was 
agreed upon in steps (3) and (4) . 

If the material and price are acceptable, the invoice 
is passed for payment and the material is sent to the 
person who requested it. 
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SAMPLE 

FORMS ANALYSIS 

A. ORIGINATING ACTIVITY Procurement 

B. NAME OF FORM Purcha5<l Order 

C. PRIMARY PURPOSE To orde.r 

WHERE IS FILE LOCATED Raw Materia l Leader. Ce.ntral Purchasing 

VOLUMES PER DAY 5 (average) 

HOW MANY COPIES 7 

DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES 1,"2,VMdor;3~4,R.M.Le8derj5,Central R.lrchasi"9; 6,Rec./nsp; 

HOW PREPARED MANUALLY 0YPEWRITE~ PUNCHED CARD OTHER 7, Scrap 

NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS IN ACTIVE FILE 30 Ope.n orders 

NUMBER OF DESIGNED ENTRIES PER FORM 12 

NUMBER OF ENTRIES USED 12 

EACH FIELD USED : 

NAME OF INFORMATION 

Send Ack. &- Corres. to 

Order No. 5FM 

(Add re.sse.e.) 

Date. (of P.O.) 

DeliveA to (check box) 

Broadway 

Taylor St. 

Jonesboro 

Quantity &- Description 

Ship (by date.) 

Account 

By 

ESTIMATED /I 
OF CHARACTERS 

Varies 

8 
Varie.s 

8 (max.) 

I 

. 

Varie.s 

Va rie.s 

9 

Varie.s 

WHO INSERTS ALPHA, 
INFO ON FORM NUMERIC , 

SPECIAL 

R. M. Leader A-N-S 
II N-5 
'1 A-N-S 

II N-5 
II 5 

" A-N-5 

" A-N-S 

" N-S 
1/ A-S 
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SAMPLE 

FILES ANALYSIS FORM 
(Data Retention) 

ORDERING DIRECTION CARD FILE 
Name of File 

1500 
Volume of Records Contained 

IBM CARD 
TYPe of File 

CENTRAL PURCHASING-PARTIAL FILES IN EACH SECTION 
Location 

BUYER 
Origiriaung Source 

How is File Indexed • 

TRAVEL CARD, REQUEST FOR 0.0. CARD, INVOICE 
Initiating Reference 

CENTRAL PURCHASING BUYERS, RAW MATERIALS CL~RK 
Activities using the Files 

REQUIRES COMMODITY CODE KNOWLEDGE OR 
CODE BOOK TO lOCATE PROPE.R CARD 

The Ease or Difficulty in Extracting Illformation 

NAME OF APPROVED VENDOR, UNIT PRICE 
SpecifiC Fields of Illformation to be Extracted 

Analysis Made by A . C. CLOSE Date 3/7/57 
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Activity Studies 

This section includes a list of the 72 fuajor activities of the 39 -
frame motor business which were studied 1I't detail during the five-month 
data-gathering phase of the Systems Project. These studies are on 
file in the ProjeCtpffice and include: 

Nine studies in the Employee Relations function; 

Six studies in the Engineering function; 

Seven studies in the Financial function; 

Thirty-eight studies in the Manufacturing function; 

and 

Twelve studies in the Marketing function; 

In all, five hundred twenty-seven Information Process Charts were 
prepared to describe the information processing in each of the activities. 

This section also includes a portion of a representative activity 
study. This shows: 

A Scope and Boundary Report 

A Summary Chart 

Examples of Process Charts 

A List of Open Exits to other activities. 

The Shaft Part Structure study is included to illustrate how the var
ious parts of the motor were analyzed in terms of their fixed and variable 
characteristics. The key variables or control elements are indicated, as 
are the dependent variables which are completely determined by other 
characteristics of the motor. A summary of the results of this study is 
presented in Section II above (Product Structure). 
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Application Routine 

Employee Benefits 

Engagement Routine 

Personnel Counseling 

Removal Routine 

Safety and Suggestions 

Salary Administration 

Transfer and upgrading 

Wage Administration 

ENGINEERING 

Engineering Duplication 

Files Analysis 

Forms Analysis 

Production Engineering 

Requisition Drafting 

Requisition Engineering 

FINANCJAL 

Accounts payable 

Cos t Accounting 

Customer Billing 

Expense Accounting 

Gross Payroll and ~ekeeping 

Gross to Net Payroll 

Orders and Sales Accounting 

MANUFACTURING 

Communications Channels 

Control of Unit Operations & Feedback 

Customer Order Processing 
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MANUFACTURING (continued) 

Files Analysis 

Fo:nns Analys is 

In~pect1on and Tes t 

Making Operations 

Assembly 

Lead Assembly 

Rotor 

Rotor Core 

Shaft 

Shell 

Stator Core 

Stator Winding 

Manufacturing Loss Control 

Operation and Process Planning 

Plant and E~uipment Maintenance 

Procurement 

Product Structure 

Product and Process Measurement 

Production Control 

Dispatching and Factory Order Placement 

Inventory Record Maintenance 

Master Factory Scheduling 

Requirements Determining and Planning 

Production Forecasts and Inventory Estimates 

Quality Control Engineering 

Customer Complaints 

Inspection and Test Planning 
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MANUFACTURING (continued) 

Inspection Reports 

Quality Audits 

Quality Costs 

Receiving and Receiving Inspection 

Salvage and Obsolete Material 

Shipping 

Statistical Study 

Tooling Study 

Tool Crib Operation 

Tool Ordering 

Punch and Die Repair 

Traffic Study 

Warehousing 

MARKETING 

Budget (Net Sales Billed) 

Cancellation Routine 

Customer Inquiry 

District Request for Information 

Forecasting 

Long Range 

Short Range 

Market Research 

Market Plans 

Pricing 

Product Planning 

Product Service 

Requisition Pricing 
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PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION (MAKING OPERATIONS) STUDY 

SHAFTS PART STRUCTURE 

OBJECTIVES 

I. To flow chart shaft making process 

II. ~ identifY fixed charac t eristics of all shafts 

III. To classifY in condensed form, the minimum and ma.x:!.rnum 

dimensions , and incremental spacing of dimensions, of 

variable characteristics of all shafts . 

IV. To identifY key control variables 'by which sny shaft 

APPROACH 

I. 

II. 

can be specified. 

See flow chart - material and information process chart 

Pages 1 and 2 attached. 

Exhibi t "B", shaft blueprint 423 B 302 AT, contains all 

fixed characteristics of all shafts. DimensiOns and notes 

encircled are identical on practically all prints. The few 

exceptions to the standard are indicated on Exhibit "A" 

under "exceptions to STD." 

III. Exhj.bi t "A" shows for all shafts; 

1. Drawing No. 

2. Minimum and ma"lCimum dimensions of variable dimensions 
for all part . numbers wi thin each drawing number. 

3. Increment spacing of each variable dimension. 

4. Exceptions to standard. 

5a. Summary of minimum and maximum dimensions for single 
extension shB.fts - Sheet No. 1 

5b. Summary of minimum and maximum dimensions for 
double extension shafts - Sheet No. 2 
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SHAFTS PART STRUCTURE (continued) 

6. Minimum and ma.ximum dinenaiona for all shafts -
Sheet No. 2. 

IV. Key Control Variables . 

Th.ere are four key variable inputs at shaft explosion level. 

1hese are: 

1 . Oil groove to end distance, pulley end. 

2. Oil groove to end distance, opposite pulley end. 

3. Length of :flat, pulley end. 

4. Length of flat, opposite pulley end. 

Groove to groove distance is already specified by shell length. 
Rotation has been specified and determines oil groove direction, 
and number of rotation identification rings. Other dimensions 
and specifications are standard for all shafts with a few exceptions. 

Exceptions: 

1 . Shaft No . 423 B 307 AA is special throughout . 

2. In three cases (423B301AH, 423B302AG, AM) internal 
flata occur, and in conjunction with 302 AG,AM, 
drilled holes outboard to the :flats occur. 

3. A keyway occurs in 423B30lAD. 

4. Shafts No. 423B301AG, 302 AF are necked-down, 
each differently. 

5. There are many excep"tions to the standard . 25 inch 
increment between dimensions. However, most of the 
excep"tions on blueprint are in dimensions of obso
lete shs~ts for which there have been no drawing 
changes bringing them up to date. The remaining 
exceptions occur in the opposite pulley-·end exten
sion. It is this part of the shaft that absorbs 
any non ~uarter inch increments that are necessary 
on the design. Also, reversible shafts re~uire 
an additional washer and this results in some non
standard dimension-increments between reversibles and 
other shafts. In general, ~uarter inch i ncrement s are 
standard on all variable dimensions . 
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